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"The rear train of knowledge isn't a
static entity that can be stopped and
subdivided." writes Robert Pirsig. "It's
adways going somewhere. On a track
called Quahty."

When we.callect for manuscripts for
an "Emphasis: Interdisciplinary" issue,
we somehow expected to find among
the submissions a philosopher's stone,
one that we could remove for all time
from those good fences which often
make bad neighbors of English and
other subjects.

We must report to you that we have
failed to unify all human knowledge
under the banner of English.

Our train of knowledge turns out to
be a local, and most of its stops are
rather close to home. Most of our auth-
ors have chosen to illustrate methods
of enriching English programs through
recourse to methods and materials
readily available to the English teach-
er. In these days of nostalgia for The
Basics they may have performed a
rnore valuable service fOr our readers.
In any event-,-inie thirik-they have stayed
on the track called Quality.

The present issue will be the last for
this school year. We will be back in
September and again in November. In
the latter issue we plan to emphasize
English teaching in New York State,
hoping to present for visitors to the
NCTE national convention a strong
case for our leadership in the profess-
ion.

We are interested in seeing manu-
. scripts, drawings, photogaThs (black
and white), and other materials. Papers
dealing with works set in the city and
the state, and with authOrs based in
New York will be particularly welcome.

TO date the response has not been
deafening. Surely something has hap-
pened in English in New York in the last
200 years.

We hope you are enjoying the Re-
cord in its new format, and we wish
you a pleasant .summer.

THE COVER on this issue is the work of Deborah Hoss, a first-year
student at State University College, Geneseo. Deborah, who "likes to
shoot textures and old houses," has shown her photographs at
Riverhead and Coram on Long island. The appearance in The EngPsh
Record of the work of Deborah and other student photographers has
been made possible by a grant from the Geneseo Foundation.
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ZEN, THE ARTS,

AND WOTORCYCLE

MAINTENANCE
Janet Gane teaching it. Our discus3ions of the variety of art, literature, and music

Tom Reigstad philosophy behind Creative Inquiry, goód or badso that they could devel-
Last year when a new Graphics the classroom activities that we devis- op their Own notions of quality. Arthur

Communication program was being ed, samples of student work, our cri- N. Applebee, in Tradition and Reform
proposed at Villa Maria College, the teria for evaluating some of the multi- in the Teaching of English: A History
Art Department wanted to include a media activities, and our own conclu- (NCTE, 1975), helped to show us that
specific course, in creative problem- sions about the course are intended to presenting traditionally excellent

offer useful ideas and materials for works cif art exclusiv_ely and frown-solving. Some of the suggestions for
teachers interested in how art and Eng- ing on the "second rate," only chokesthe course tossed around at subse-
lish can be combined into one course. off and limits the inquiring mind:quent Humanities Committee 'meet-

ings were: "It ought to be some- The way to build tasteas has been
recognized by some teachers in all of,thing to get students thinking creative-

ly," "It should teach them how to write Philosophical Background our historical periodsis to open new
vistas rather than to shut off old ones.ad copy and to appreciate literature," for Creative lnqufry
Everyone reads with pleasure at many"I'd like them to learn how to write jin- As we began to set up this new different levels; even the sophisticatedgles," "It should be different and excit- literary scholar hes been known to ad-course, we had to identify some gen-
mit that in (daily) moments of weakhessingsomething they don't normally

eral objectives that would reflect what
he picks up the comic strips. It is a nat-get in a basic Art or English course,"

we wanted to accomplish. Out of the ural and perfectly wholesome re-and "Why don't you throw some music
many sources that we read, a few sponse, and the base on which anyin, too?"
seemed particularly useful for us in more sophisticated response mustSoon, the nebu:ous course was build. (p.251)focusing on some philosophical guide-given a name (Creative Inquiry), was
lines for Creative Inquiry. In How Two books by Sydney J. Parnespro-designated as an Interdisciplinary
Porcupines Make Love: Notes on a Re- vided valuable background informa-Course '(IS 102) required of all first
sponse-Centered Curriculum (Xerox, tion On the philosophy of creativesemester freshmen in Graphics
1972), Alan Q. Pu ryes discusses how to behavior and on nuturing creativeCommunication, and waR handed to us
encourage meaningful student re- problem-solving (Creative Behavior(an Art instructor, an. English in-
sponses to works of art. We, too, were Guidebook and Creative Behaviorstructor) to design fully and eventually
interested in helping students become Workbook, Charles Scribner's Sons,to team teach. All we had was the n?wly
the kind of people that F'urves talks 1967). And an article by Donald J.written course description for the t;oll-
about: Treffinger and Jaclyn R. Huber in theege catalogue. Which read: "Problem

... people who can respond to a variety The Journal of Creative Behaviorsolving approach through vi r. al
of arts, freely, who can support a varied ("Designing Instruction in Creativemedia, literature, and aural forms
cultural life, who will be an active aU- Problem-Solving: Preliminary Objec-for developing communicative skills." dlence for the creative artists of tile fu-

tives and Learning Hierarchies," v. 9,We want to describeour experience in ture, and who will be able to use their
1975, 260-265) gave us ideas for someplanning for the course and in team- imaginations in dealing with the exper-

iences that surround them .and with specific objectives on developing
Hnding solutions for the problems they alternative ways of responding and on

Janet Gane and Tom Reigstad teach, will face. (p.188)
identifying a variety of criteria for eval-

in the Art and English departments We wanted to reflect the findings of uating which we could incorporate into
respectively, at Villa Maria College recent research in responding to litera- our own course objectives:
in Buffalo. ture, and expose students to a wide. Finally, we chose Robert Pirsig's

2 5
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fictional memoir. Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle MaintenanceAn Inquiry
Into Values (Bantam, 1976), as the
textbook for Creative Inquiry. Al-
though this paperback book was to be
mainly supplemental reading for stu-
dents, it contained many of the impor-
tant ldeas that we wanted students to
come away with from our course, and it
served as a reference point for several
classroom activies. Pirsig's basic no-
tion is that there are two categories of
mind sets among people: romantic and
technological. The technologically-
minded shut out aesthetic apprecia-
tion, while the romantics reject any
understanding of machines. Pirsig
analyzes the disharmony and self-
defeating conflict between these two
outlooks on life. We thought that the
book particularly related to our course
because it suggests that one.should
cultivate an open mind when consider-
ing and inquiring into values. One of
the course objectives that we settled
upon for. Creative Inquiry stems direct-
ly from Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance: "Students will demon-
strate, through various class assign-
ments, not only an increased sensi-
tivity to the artists' role in popular cul-
ture, but a heightened awareness of
the relationship between technologi-
cal and romantic life styles and
thuught processes." Some of the other
key.course objectives that we adopted
for Creative Inquiry were:

as a result of the semester's learning
experience, the student should be
able to open up alternatives and
visualize consequences to the ques-
tioning process of decision making.
given a cluster of posaible responses
to works of art, students will be able
to identify a variety of criteria for
evaluating quality in modes of art and
to make some Judgements on art.
students will be sbie to break away
from habit-bound thinking by devel-
opIng many alternative ways of re-
sponding (written and visual) to
specific assignmen.s.
each student will be able to experi-
ence the creative process (creative
learning, creative problem solving,
creative ideas, etc.), not only at his
own 'eve) and with his own raw mate-
rial, but in collaboration with others.

Spe,ig 1977

ACTIVITIES AND
STUDENT RESPONSES
Although Creative Inquiry was open

to all students, it was composed mainly
of Graphic Communications majors.
Therefore, we set out to devise activi-
ties that would require students to use
Art and English communicative and
creative skills to solve problems, espe-
cially problems that they might en-
counter in the advertising business.
We will describe the key activities in
detail, from the general lesson plan
and specIfic wording of assignments
to some of the resource materials that
we used. The six major activities we
describe below were presented in
order of difficulty 'and complexity. For
at least half of the assignments, we al-
lowed two options: to work alone or in
a small group, and to create either a
written or a visual response.

Envelope Covering and Designing a
Greeting Card. During the first week of
classes, we asked students to sort
through stacks of magazines we had
collected, and to clip out catchy slo-
gans and attractive illustrations from
advertisements that said something
about somebody they knew. Then, the
students arranged the clippings on the
front and back of a business-size en-
velope so that there was some mes-
sage. The bits and pieces of magazine
ads, once suitably composed on the
envelope, were dry mounted with rub-
ber cement (the back flap was left free).
This simple exercise was a warm-up in
visual literacy for the next task: design-
ing a greeting card.

First, we discussed advertising word
gimmicks and various appeals to con-
sumers. Then as a class, we looked at
examples of greeting . cards and dis-
cussed their visual and verbal tech-
niques. We talked. about the import-
ance of the front of the-card ',teasers,
lead-in puns, provocative illustrations,
etc.), about the various categories of
greeting cards (Friendship,' Get Well,
Christmas, etc.), about current trends
in greeting cards, and about different
methods for brainstorming card ideas
(re-writes, association, etc.) Finally,
we had each student design a greeting

6

card. The cards had to contain verbal
and visual components. We suggested
that students keep in mind the kind of
card being designed (Birthday. Sym-
pathy, etc.) and the specific person
they intended to send it to. The visual
portion of the card could be drawn or
painted, or composed of clippings
from magazines. The -verbal element
had to be made up of transfer type
lettering.. The cards tobk about two
100-minute class sessions to com-
plete. Many of the cards were loaded
with puns and extended metaphors.
while others were built around origi-
nal poems. A valuable resource for this
unit was Kirk Pnlking's How You Can
Make Money in Your Spare Time By
Writing (Writer's Digest, 1971).

Designing a Book or Album Cover.
Our next activity seemed to be a logi-
cal step in terms of difficulty and con-
tent. By asking students to design a
book or a record album cover, we were
combining creative graphic interpreta-
tion with the ability to perceive the
qualities of a literary character. In
order to lead up to the actual assign-
ment, we showed a slide-tape presen-
tation based on an interview with illus-
trator Milton Glaser, in which he dis-
cusses albumcovers, book covers, and
posters that he designed. Then we dis-
tributed dittoed sheets with excerptS
from Shakespeare's Othello. Henry IV
Part I, and Hamlet. The excerpts
were selected for their value as "tag
lines" lines of dialogue which tell a
great deal about a character. Next we
exhibited Milton Glasnr cover designs
for the paperback Signei Classic edi-
tions of Othello, .Henry IV Part I,

and Hamlet and discussed how Glaser
interpreted visually the persona of
the respective main characters.

Finally, borrowing ideas from Walker
Gibson's 'PersonaA Style Study for
Readers and Writers (Random House.
1969), we distributed, the opening
paragraphS of A Connecticut Yankee
in king Arthur's Court and Adven-
tures of Huckleberry Finn, David
Copperfield, and The Catcher in
the Rye. Without identifying the
works, we asked students to choose
one of the four persona excPrpts,



get as strong a sense of the character
as possible by analyzing hisiher dic-
tion. values. background, et -.... and de-
sign a book or album cover inter-
preting that character. The visual
techniques could be: in a drawing
(abstr'act or concrete): by. Icoking
through magazines and newspapers
for similar characters to assemble: or.
in ink and color wash. The design
could be on any scale. No lettering
Di' title was required. The most helpful
book on cover design is Kirk Weide-
manris Book Jackets and Record
'CoversAn International Survey
(Praeger, 1969).

DupIicating a Visual Distortion or
Abstraction.' Since several students
nad designed abstract book covers, we
thought it would be appropriate to talk
about distortion and abstraction. In
order to teach the concept of abstrac-
tion, we started out with a section from
Pirsig's Zen book which discusi:es the
concrete, exact, sciertific language of
instructions for assembling rotisseries.
The speaker in the book points out that
such technical writing need not be so
chopped up and scientific; sets of in-
structions can be creative, a bit ab-
stract (Zen and the Ar( of Motorcycle
Maintenance. pp.157-260). We showed
a slide-tapa presentation, which we
produced and narrated, demonstrating
the gradual abstraction process an
artist experiences in discovering and
arriving at his completed visual ex-
pression. Next, we displayed editorial
cartoons done by Tom Toles of the
Buffalo Courier-Express and dis-
cussed with students how he uses
exaggeration and. distortioh to de-
liver a distinct message. We then spent
some time talking atom:, types of liter-
ary satire and we viewed a short film on
satire, Parcels (Contemporary/Mc-

.Graw-Hill, 1972). We also gathered
helpful ideas from a film Pas de Deux
(National Film Board of Canada).

Finally, we asked students to look at
the distortion of 6orne form(s). through
a glass, or a toaster, or as reflected on
the hood of a car, ete. and.to duplicate
exactly what was being distorted,
either by duplicating it visuallY, or by
describihg in writing what they saw.

Pop Art Sculpture. We believe that
the distortion activity prepared stu-
dents for the next five class sessions
on pop art. First. Ne read some pop
poetry and some found poetry, i.e., bits
of prose that have been transplanted
into a new, lyrical, poetic setting. We
viewed a movie on found art objects
(The Magic Machines, Stern, 1970).
Then, we described some of the ele-
ments of pop art and read from some
interviews with pop artists. FinaHy,
we divided the classes into small
groups of three or foul' atudents. We
asked each small group to construct a

_pop art sculpture out of papier mache.
Once each group decided upon what
commercial object to describe three
dimensionally, they constructed the
appropriate huge papier mache form,
painted, and varnished it. One group
created tnree one-and-one-half foot
large salted pretzels accompanied by a
thur foot by t.vo foot "can" of beer.
Another group built a giant chewing
gum box, with sticks of gum extending
out of an open end. Helpful books on
pop art are Suzi Gablik and John
Russell, Pop Art Redefined (Praeger,
1970); and Ronald Gross, Pop Poems
(Simon and Schuster, 1967).

Composing Commercial Jingles. We
next applied two of Pirsig's concerns in
Zen. maintaining the fine arts within a
commercial world and articulating
quality that exists within things (pp.
210-320), to popu!ar music. We went
down the list of cur;ent Top 40 songs,
listening to students discuss their vary-
ing opinions on the songs and talking
about different tastes in music. Then,
we mentioned a few- popular song-
writers (PaulyVilliams, Barry Manilow)
who have composed award-winning,
high quality commercial jingles. Next,
we sang and played on guitar a few
jingles that the two of us had com-
posed together for local businesses
just .to show students that it is not an
impossible task.

The problem which we posed for the
students (again, working in groups)
read as follows:

Create an original commercial jin-
glea usable one fbr radio/TVeither
for Villa Maria College or for Eaton
Office Supply, Inc. The jingle consists

of words and mus:c. Your final version
should be intended for playver the air.
If you want. ynti r.ri include accom-
panying ad copy to be read during,/
after/in between the jingle (but, the
ad copy is optional). Don't be satis-
fied with the first one that you do.
Brainstorm. Make lists of possible
catchy. creative words and phrases
associated with characteristics of your
product (i.e., a college and an office
supply company). Play around with al-
ternatives: substitute a new word for an
old one. Pound out a few rough melo-
dies on a. piano, guitar or harmonica.
Use a kazoo. or just hum your melody.
What type of instrument is most appr.-
priate for the theme and mood of .ur
jingle? Experiment with some tunes un-
til you find one that fits, one that works
for you. The jingles should be ready for
serious recording next week. Be sureto
bring with you an the necessary instru-
ments. voices. etc.

We held two class sessions in the
practice rooms of our Music Institute,
helping students experiment with
melodies on piano and guitar, brain-
storming for attention-getting phrases,
and monitoring their rehearsals. A-
mong the best studenUingles were one
for the College built around a country-
western theme which ope with,
"Villa Maria Collec;a, Come On Down!"
and which was sung to the tune of "Old
MacDonald's F,STrri," and one for Eaton
Office Supply, Inc., which had a pleas-.
ing, slow, original piano melody in-
tended to suggest the fifty-six years Of .

distinctive service by the company. .

Multi-Media Final Project. The final
projc that we required offered stu-.
dents the opportunity to use art, litera-
ture, and music in creating what we
called a "reaction monograph." We
hoped that the reaction monograph
would represent a culmination of the
course activities, that it would allow
students to demonstrate how they had
developed their aWareness of ,things
around them and how they had in-
creased their skills in responding. Be-
fore explaining some of our own sug-
gestions Jor project ideas, we read a
line from Zen which describes how a
careful observation of everyday things
can reveal new insights: "I have Seen
theSe marshes a thousand times, vet
each time they're new." (p. 7).

Then, we listed a few possible forms
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that the reaction moncographs might
take (although.students were encour-
aged to follow through on their own
ideas):

take a walk around your neigh-
borhood. Carry a notebook with
you and wnte down what you
seethe shapes, the sounds, the
colors, the smells, the tastes, the
landscape (or, tape record your
observations while walking). Take
photographs -(or do illustrations).
Do a visual response with accom-
panying written narrative entitled,
-Neighborhood Scene." in which
you organize and interpret these
isolated details into some pattern.
take a photographic approach to
literature. Take photographs or
make slid:n based on a poem or on
a scene from a short story. Or, use
song lyrics which are written out.
pnotographed. and !aped with ap-
propriately synchronized musical
background.
you might respond in writing and
visually to meaningful quotes,
poems, and excerpts from essays
that you have collected. Each vis-
ual illustration should be consis-
tent with its accompanying text
and should be thematic in its over-
all format.

We were impressed with many of the
projects. One student did a photo-
graphic interpretation of selected lines
frOm the poetry of Robert Frost. Anoth-
er student took her own photographs
of different types of stairways, and
wrote an original text about the func,
tions that the stairways serve and the
kind of people most likely to use them.
Still another student assembled a slide
and tape presentation on the song,
"Hair,"consisting of over fifty slides.
Two students, in cdlaboration, inter-
preted visually the title song from
Carole King's Tapestry album. Their
cover (whose design resembled King's
album cover) and the insert pages were
in the 'disc-like shape of a record on
construction paper of assorted colors.
'The pages were hinged by a "hole" in
the record. Each circular page contain-
ed a written line from the song and an
illustration.

Evaluation and Grading
From the earliest planning stages of

this course, we recognized that placing
a grade on .so many creative tasks in
different modes might be difficult.

However, we feel that the sets of criter-
ia that we finally devised for the various
activities were specific enough to give
students some direction, yet general
enough not to hamper their creativity.
We graded each activity on a scale of
1 - 5 (poor to excellent). The evaluation

Irr-

I.

ttr.
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and grading schemes were criterion-
referenced, *silice we published and
discussed ox standard, or the main
features that we would be looking for,
before students began to work on each
assignment. The evaluation procedure
was as follows: once all of ine complet-,
.ed student work was submitted to us,
both of us would meet and go over
each piece together. Even though it
meant an occasional compromise of
our individual preferences for a grade,
we generally came to agreement with-

out too much deliberation: Once
everything was graded (usually it took
an entire afternoon), we would set
aside part of the next class meeting
for a group critique. Everyone would
gather around one table on which we
placed the student works. Then, we all
informally .gave opinions about the
strengths and weaknesses of each
piece, within the framework of the
criterion for the assignment.

The evaluative criteria that we de-
vised for most of the verbal/visual
activities .,,nvelope covering and
greeting cird, persona bock cover,
.2nd muit -.1eciia final project) looked
like this:

EFFECTIVENESS OF DESIGN
a. Concept
b. Communication of message.

theme. or subject
EFFECTIVENESS OF
MECHANICS.
a. Craftsmanship
b. Instructional Details (following

the directions)
AESTHETIC POTENTIAL
a. Individuality (little assistance

needed)
b. Little Individuality (needed

much assistance)
The pop art sculptures and jingles

required different criteria. The papier
mache pop art sculptures were graded
fOr their adherence, to specific char-
acteristics of pop art (mass producible,
youthful, easily identifiable, American,
etc.) and for the workmanship put into
the sculptures. The criteria that we set
up for the advertising jingles involved
.an evaluation of several dimensions of
creative activity, and required a .care-
fully performed final taped version:

LANGUAGE/RHETORIC
a. appropriatenesS of vocabulary

and tt:rals for the subject. Do
the words used fit the vocabu-
lary of a college or of an office
supply company?

b. are the words, phrases,
rhymes, puns, etc.. catchy, at-
tractive and attention-getting,
or are they the same old adver-
tising Cliches? Did the jingle
writers-strtve for,creative, fresh
expressions?

MUSIC
a. does the tune/melody fit the

mood, theme, and purpose of
the jingle? Is there an attempt
to match the tone and purpose
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of the wording with the met-

b is the instrumentation (kinds
of instruments) andor vocal-
ization appropriate for the
mood, theme, and purpose/
Was the instrumentation
vocalliation obviously plan-
ned and rehearsed/

QUALITY OF FINAL TAPE
a is the final tape of the jin-

gle playable for radio or TV. or
are there many "rough" spots/

CONCLUSIONS
When our pilot semester in Creative

Inquiry ended, we took time out to
draw some conclusions. From an in-
structional point of view, the course
had been exhausting and time-con-
suming (we were always both in 'he
classroom at the same time, we met to-
gether for evaluating and grading stu-
dent work throughout the semester,
and we spent a great deal of time plan-
ning the course and preparing visual
aids). However, our efforts to combine
art, music, and literature seemed to be
sucCessful in challenging the creatv--e
capacities of most of the students. The
results of a written student course
evaluation showed predominantly
positive responses to the course as a
whole. Although several students ob-
jected to our choice of Pirsig's Zen
for a textbook (because it was too ab-
stract and d;fficult to read), and de-
spite the fact that a few students re-
mained uncomfortable working in

small groups, most of the students'
written remarks commented on how
the course made them more open-
minded, more willing to consider artis-
tic expressions in a variety of modes,
more aware of what is going on around
them, and more, likely to draw upon
their own creative abilities:

The assignments forced me to do
things that I was sure that I woulc
never be able to do, because I had
never attempted anything like them.
But, I surprised myselfthey all turned
out pretty good and were worth the time
spent doing them. One important thing
I got from the class is that it really
.made me aware of things that I wouldn't
have noticed. understood, or cared
about before.
I actually didn't mind coming to class

and think it was a valuable experience.
The value was that it touched so many
areas. We were briefed in art. music.
and literature, which are all worth
something to most people.
I enjdyed doing all the assignments and
as a result have gained much confi-
dence in my own creative ability.

When we teach Creative Inquiry a-
gain, we will probably try to identify
students who prefer to work alone ear-
lier in the course and make more care-
ful attempts to integrate them into
small group work. We also might de-
sign some growth measurement
schemes, like an attitude scale on
creative ability or one on attitudes
toward the fine arts to be given at the
beginning and end of the course. Or,
we might give a similar task (like de-

signing a greeting card) at the begin-
ning and end in order to measure any
improvement. When we teach Creative
Inquiry agan, though, one thing we
won't do is to give up on Zen and the
Art of Motorcycle Maintenance as a
textbook. In order to make the reading
more "palatable," we might prepare
students early in the course for Pirsig's
theories by familiarizing them with the
rules of logic and inductive and deduc-
tive reasoning. But, Zen will remain
our text, since it is not only our respon-
sibility to present a wide variety of mat-
erial in art, liLrature and music, but
also to nurture creative, inquiring
minds, and to help each student dis-
cover "how much one should maintain
one's own motorcycle." o

LONG HILL MAN
"They say he stayed here for seven years,
then returned d New Hamps;7ire, maybe to outlive
the Statute of Li,--fitations."

First, not he who occupied this space, mossed
over and thickly shrouded with spruce and birches,
but what he left behind: rusted pick-axe,
twisted metal hanger, faded flowered juiceglass that
once held cheese, bottle half-full of soured wine;
then scattered planks and broken panes which
but for noisy dreams and timely mutterings
would have collapsed for loneliness.

On the trail back we follow the droppings
of deer, heavy with a history we cannot understand,
against the pull of sloping ground.
For all we know about his meanness
we want him 'low, this solitary man, lumberjack...hermit,
who carried his humanness beyond his territory
to crossroads he never dreamed of.

Beverly Lawn teaches American literature at Adelphi Uni-
versity. She has recently completed a study of the prose
style of William James.
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CARRIER KIDUC TIRN
and the English Curriculum

Peter Finn
Career Education and the

English Teacher
In the past few years. education,

labor, industry, and government alike
have become increasingly aware of
two mutually exacerbating elements in
the contemporary occupational and
educational scene. On the one hand,
radical and continuing changes have
been taking place in our society, from
urbanization to automation, that have
drastically altered the number and
types of occupations available and
changed the skills needed to enter and
succeed in many of them. As the result
of these trends, most of the 45 million
new jobs that will be available in the
1970's will be open only to people who
have appropriate education and skill
training; moreover, there will be ser-
ious shortages of trained workers in a
wide variety of occupations while there
will be an overabundance of qualified
workers in others.

At the same time that profound soc-
ial trends in society are altering the
nature and needs of the work force,
education, on the other hand, is failing
to equip students to cope with this
changing employment picture. Two
and a half million young people leave
school each year without a saleable
skill as public school dropouts, as
graduates from a high school "gener-
al curriculum" which has prepared
them neither for a job nor for further
education. or as college dropouts with-

Peter Finn is Senior Education .and
Training Analyst for ,ABT Associates
of Cambridge, Mass. Activities pre-
sented in his essay are based on re-
search performed for the National
Institute of Education pursuant to
Contract Number NIE-C-74-0219 (pt 3).
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out a degree or an occupational skill.
Thus, while society's employment
needs are in a state of transition,
education has failed to adapt its curri-
culum to prepare students to contend
with these changes.

To fill this educational gap and pre-
pare youngsters for the job openings
which will be available and will inter-
est them, school systems have been
rapidly making career education a high
priority academic goal. However,
career education has, by and large, re-
mained a separate and distinct curri-
culum area. As a result, students who
have taken advantage of it have done
so at the expense of other courses. Re-
cently, therefore, career educators
have been seeking to combine career
education with subject area teaching.
Thr_; nave also pointed out that stu-
dents learn more about careers and do
so with greater relish and understand-
ing when they study them in the con-
text of subject matter related to the
specific occupations they are investi-
gating.

Concurrent with this concern to in-
tegrate career education into the tradi-
tional subject areas, teachers in many
different disciplines have been search-
ing for ways to relate their own subject
area skills and information to the real
world of work. Such teachers realize
that integrating career education into
their coursesin addition to its ob-
viOus job awareness valuecan make
a significant contribution to the
student's grasp of course material and
motivation to study it diligently. Eng-
lish teachers, for example, have been
troubled by their students' failure to
perceive the relevance of spelling and
grammar, and even of reading and
writing, to the economic facts of
life. Today's generation 'of school

children is not always interested in
reading literature "for its own sake"
and insists on asking, "How can study-
ing Shakespeare get me a job?"

There are three important ways in
which integrating career education
activities into language arts courses
can help achieve English subject area
objectives.

First, while engaging in career edu-
cation activities, students will learn
a great deal about English topics
related to the career or occupation
they are studying. For example, if a
group of students visits backstage of a
theatre and talks with the actors and
actresses, stagehands, choreograph-
ers, set designers, and other theatre
personnel, the pupils will learn much
about how plays are written (e.g., stage
directions) and about drama as a form
of communication.

Second, many of the skills in the
English curriculum will be developed
or reinforced through the use of career
education activities. For example, stu-
dents who develop and use a question-
naire for interviewing theatre person-
nel will be able to practice in a rele-
vant way such skills as writing, oral
communication, questioning, drawing
conclusions, and interpretation.

Finally,, by including career educa-
tion activities in English courses,
teachers can increase their students'
motivation tO study and learn about
English topics and develop related
skills. For example, some students who
take a field trip backstage to a theatre
are likely to want to read more about
theatre productiOn. In this manner,
career topics have the attractiveness of
"relevance" for studying and, learning
English content matter and skills.

There are many wayG in which career
education can be i:itegrated into Eng-
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hsh i,ourses so that career education
and the subject area both benefit. Let
us take as an example a career educa-
tion activity in which s'udents inter-
view an employed person about the na-
ture of his or her job and what he or
she likes and dislikes about t. After
the interview. the students write a brief
character sketch or short story de-

----scribing how this individual's person-
ality might relate to his or her per-
formance on the job. Conducting the
interview and writing the story will help
students to perceive both the relation-
ship between job satisfaction and per-
sonality and also the characteristics
of the job being examined. In addition
to the above career education goals, a
teacher can also use this activity to
help achieve a number of English ob-
jectives. The activity can be introduced
when students are studying short stor-
ies of character, such as O'Henry's
"The Cop and the Anthem," D.H. Law-
rence's "The Prussian Officer," or Dan-
iel Keyes' "Flowers for Algernon.- In
this context, the activity can help stu-
dents to understand characterization,
draw conclusions, appreciate the short
story as a form of literature, develop

. clarity of style, and learn occupational
terminologyall of which are English
objectives. By engaging in an activity
which combines career education and
English objectives, students will learn
more about both occupations and the
short story than if jobs and this form
of literature are studied in isolation,
because each aspect of the activity will
deepen understanding of and interest
in the other.

Useful Career Education Activities
for the English Classroom

There are two kinds of career edu-
cation activities Which are appropriate
to the English cfassroom. One type
consists of activities that involve in-
vestigating those careers in which lan-
guage' arts skills are a major compon-
rmt of successful job performance.
Typical occupational fields which re-
quire competency in one or more Eng-
lish skill areas include publishing,
journalism, teaching, the theatre, soc-
ial science research, library science,
advertising, sales work, media fields,

survey design, repair work and law.
Studying these and similar careers will
present to those students who are or
can become proficient in language arts
skills a variety of career options in
which they can employ these skills.
Studying th.ese careers will also help
all students to realize how essential
language arts skills are for success in a
variety of occupational endeavors.

A second type of appropriate career
education activity requires using Eng-
lish skills in order to investigate the
occupations being studied. For exam-
ple, exploring any occupation by
means of interviewing, questioning,
writing, reading, public speaking, role
playing, or notetaking will help stu-
dents develop and reinforce important
English skills in a meaningful context.

There are also several career educa-
tion activities which combine the desir-
able features of both these career
education activity typesthat is, activ-
ities in which students must practice
important English skills in order to re-
search occupations in which profici-
ency in language art3 skills is necess-
ary for successfu; job performance.
Students who interview theatre per-
sonnel, poll journalists and publishers,,
or role play attorneys, for example, will
derive a double bonus in terms of the
activity's relevance to the English cur-
riculum.

The following suggested activities
illustrate how leachers can period-
ically infuse career education into the
English classroom and thereby enable
students to develop practical skills and
information related to English and at
the tame time explore concrete occu-
pational opportunities in a relevant
and exciting'manner.

Whenever the class reads literature
which describes an occupation or
career, the teacher can. spend a few
moments discussing the job in such
terms as:

tasks it involves

skills, information, or know-
ledge needed tc5 be successful at it

ethnic discriminatory behavior
practiced in it
why people enter it

what types of people enter it
6 fringe benefits and salary ranges

it proAdes

satisfactions it provides and frus-
trations it entails

how it affects the employee's per-
sonality

From a literary point of view, the
teacher can discuss why the author
chose to mention the occupation, what
the job may reveal about the protagon-
ist's character, and the vocabulary
used to describe the job. Examples of
literature appropriate to English
courses wnich describe one or more
occupations in depth are provided in
an appendix.

Students determine how English
skills are used in different occupa-
tions by in`.erviewing employed a r-
sons. Students can interview journal-
ists, teachers, telephone operators,
lawyers, publishers, advertisers, repair
persons, actors and actresses, and lib-
rarians. The activity itself requires stu-
dents to practic6 such English skills as
writing, questioning, interpreting, note
taking, public speaking, and oral
communication. After conducting the
interviews, students can identify
which, if any, of these occupations in-
terest them and which English skills
are most closely associated with these
jobs. Students can then consider con-
centrating on developing those parti-
cular skills while th,3y are still in
school.

Students can also make use of the in-
formation gleaned from their inter-
views and observations to write a short
story, character sketch, or poem about
3 person employed in an occupation
they researched. Using a different per-
spective, students can interview con-
sumers of services provided by various
workers to learn whether people per-
ceive their own occupations as others
do. Parents, relatives:and friends can
be queried about how they view, such
people as barbers, hairdressers, auto
mechanics, funeral directors, law en-
forcement officers, teachers and
plumbers. Finally, students can invite
One or more of the people they inter-
viewed to class to discuss their occu-
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pations and the use of English skills in
their jobs.

Students role play conflicts arising
from career lifestyle. Any role play
activity dealing with jobs can be easily
integrated into an Enghsh course
whenever the class is studying oral
communication skills, public speak-
ing, or drama. The teacher can supply
the role profiles or students can devel-
op their own. A set of sample role pro-
files follows:

Role A: You are Darroll Williams and
have been teaching in the loc-
al elementary school for three
years. You like your work and
want to continue teaching.
The salary is not essential,
since your wife Theresa has a
very good income as a high
school principal. You have a
three-year-old daughter who
spends her days with your
wife's aunt. You and your wife
are out to dinner and you
sense that something import-
ant is troubling her.

Role B. You are Theresa Williams and
the local high achooi princi-
pal. Since taking thisjob, your
salary a rn,d position in the
community have risen greatly
and, more importantly, you
enjoy your work a great deal.
You are proud of both. You
feel that your husband Darroll
should quit his job as an el-
ementary schooi teacher and
stay home with your three-
year-old daughter who has
been spending her days with
your aunt. Your salary is cer-
tainly enough to support your
family. You have gone cut to
dinner, hoping to have a quiet
time in which tb discuss the
issue. You look across the
table at your husband. What
do 'You say?

Students simulate the jobs of survey
designer, pollster, and journalist by
developing and administering a poll
and then writing a newspaper story
and interpreting the responses. Stu-
dents canpick an issue related.to some
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aspect of language arts (e.g., how
many books, articles, and newspaper
do community residents read in the
average month and why do they read
them): they can select a controversial
occupational issue around which to
cevelop the poll (for example, com-
pany quotas for hiring ethnic persons
or women): or they can choose a parti-
cular occupation or career and :nter-
view workers in that field. As follow-
up. students can discuss what a report-
er s, survey designer's, and pollster's
jobs are like and then identify what
English skills are needed to develop.
administer, and interpret a poll.

Students tour backstage of a theatre
that is preparing to or currently staging
a play and interview the staff. In addi-
tion to questions about each job's
major responsibilities, students can al-
so ask:

Is there a loi of pressure to get
things done on time for the next
show or next act?
Do you find it exciting or inter-
esting to be around (famous) act-
ors and actresses? Do you find
that some of them fit the stereo-
type of being lemperamentar or
"vain"?
What skills do you need to jatr-
form your tasks and where and
how did you learn them?
How do you find out exactly
what you have to do for a parti-
cular play? Does the playwright
provide instructions or does the
director tell you what to do?
How much opportunity is there
for you to be creative or exercise
initiative in what you do? Do you
have to "stick to" exactly what
the playwright wrote or the direct-
or instructs you to do?
How much does a dramatist
need to know about your job to be
able to write a successful play?

SNidents tour a newspaper, maga-
zine or book publishing firm and con-
duct interviews wIth the employees.
This activity, while it involves discuss-
ion and practice of reading and writing,
can in particular be used to develop
and practice editing skills. In addi-
tion to questions about salaries, pro-
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motion opportunities. and frince
Hs, students can also ask emo .ees

the following kinds of question!:
, What is it like to work under the

pressure of a daily (week1y

monthly) deadline?
Is tr job of a reporter ex-
cit -no because of the peop:e you
meet or the places you vlst''
it frustrating because of editonai
changes made in your articles'
what is the writing level of
most of the materials you publisn
before you edit them') How much
and what kind of editing do yo..
have to do' What is zne nack-
ground of the people wno edit
manuscripts"?
How do you try to ensure objec-
tivity in what you write or putplish'7'
What is and how do you justify
your policy for reporting sex and
violence?

At the end of the tour, the students
should request a short <ample of both
the unedited and edited version of a
newspaper article, magazine article, or
portion of a book to take home As
homework or later in class, students
can ccrnpare the differences in the two
versions and apply what they learn to
their own writing.

Appendix
Literary Works Common to

the English Classroom
Which Describe One or More

Occupations in Depth"
Novels

To Kill a Mockingbird, by Harper Lee
(lawyer) -

Ethan Frome. by Edith Wharton
(farmer)

The Assistant, by Bernard Malamud
(shopkeeper, store clerk)

To Sir with Love, by E. R. Braithwaite
(teacher, principal)

Advise and Consent. by Allan Drury
(politican)

The Pawnbroker, by Edward Wallant
(shopkeeper)

One Flew over the Cuckoo's Nest. by
Ken Kesey (nurse, nurse's aide)

The Last Hurrah, by Edwin O'Connor
(politician)
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Arrowsmith by Sinclair Lewis (doctor,
medical researcher)

An American Tragedy, by Theodore
Dreiser (attorney, businessman)

I Never Piomised You a Rose Garr'
by Hannah Green (psych
nurse's aide)

Sons, and Lovers, by D. H. Lawiul,
(coal miner)

Short Storles

"Flowers for Algernon," by Daniel
Keyes (doctors and nurses)

"The Egg," by Sherwood Anderson
(small restaurant owner)

"The Far and the Near," by Thomas
Wolfe (railroad-engineer)

"A Visit of Charity," by Eudora Welty
(nursing home staff)

"The Patented 'Gate and the Mean
Hamburger," by Robert Penn War-
ren (diner oPerator)

"The Secret Life, of Walter Mitty," by
James Thurber (variety of jobs de-

scribed to which students can add by
cOntinuing the story themselves)

Play

losman_by Arthur Miller
Poems

it," by Robert Graves

y Theodore Roethke (office
iut .or)

"Eleven," by Archibald MacLeish
(gardener)

"Night Shift," by Sylvia Plath (factory
worker)

"The Gresford Disaster," anonymous
(miners)

"What Is He?," by P. H. Lawrence
(cabinet maker)

"Buyer's and Sellers," by Carl Sand-
burg (laborers)

"A politician is an arse upon," by e. e.
cummings

'"Jazz Fantasia," by -Carl Sandburg
(jazz musician)

Comphed by Myrna Finn.

THE CATCHER IN THE flyE
I save them all from going over
the edge. The record that you hear

is probably unique by now, the' piece
forgotten, the-composer in his grave.

Here aresome books of which
the same might well be said.

Nothing but my remembrance keeps
them whole, or even partial; they'll

last, like a Memory, because
one mind preserves them. So

the world is saved: pulled back
from.folly's brink, not by frick

an51 louvre merely, no; by me:
touring museum, guide, and crowd.

John Ditsky

John Ditsky teaches American literature and modern
drama at .the University of Windsor
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Herbert Safran
It was whi'e reading Elie Wiesel's

Night that I.contemPlated an elective
English cburse about the literature of
the Holocaust of World War II. I decid-
ed to suggest to we administration (the
principal, r assistant superintendent
for acadernIG affairs, and through him,
the local board of education), tliiat such
a class would be valuable to our sub-
urban (and mainly Christian) high
school. In the fall of each y)ar, our de-
partment surveys the present tenth and
eleventh graders to determine their in-
terests in electives for the following
year. As department Chairman, I asked
my colleagues for proposals for addi-
tions or deletions to our prnt twen-
ty-six course offerings. It. was at,our
meeting in October that I suggested a
course dealing with tshe literature of the
Holocaust.

It was greeted with comments,like,
"Sounds great." "There ought to be a

course like that." "What will you be
reading?" "How many essays will you
be doing?" "Wilhhere be any oppor-
tunity for interdisciplinary activities?"
"Any project work? Speakers?"
"Would there be a place:, for basic
skills?" (This was from my traditional-
ist, of course.) One teacher called out,
"Hold onl". and hurriedly left the room.
He returned with a course outline enti-
tled "The Holocaust: The Jelkish Or-
deal in Nazi Occupied Europe, 1933-
45" which he had found in the New
York Teacher. "Do you think we'll
have enough student interest to offer
it?" inquired one colleague. Thal was
the key question as far as Pwas con-
cerned.

We are a suburban school midway
.between Albany and Saratoga with a,

miniscule Jewish population. Yet, ina-
high school of some 2,000 in grades
10-12 and a junior-senior student body
of 1300 students eligible for the elect-
ive program, we did find that 150 young
people expressed interest in the
course from our initial survey and that

Herbert Safran is cha;rrnan of the Eng-
lish department at Shenendehowa
High School, Clifton Park, N.Y., and
editor of The Humanities Journal.
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Journey into the

KINGP)OM
OF NIGHT:

they actually signed up during the reg-
istration period in March and April for
the 10-week courte:

, The initial steps were taken: the de-
partment approved; the principal and
assistant superintendent for academic'
affairsthe Othersection of the power-
structure-for-changeapproved 'after
reading the three criteria for accept-
ance (the proposed course outline;
standards for students; and evaluation
procedures) Next was the final admin-
istrative hurdle: the local board of edu-
cation. f saw to it that each bdard mem-
ber had his own copy of the course out-
line.

When the course was brought up for
discussion before the board some
weeks later, there were a few raised
eyebrows,. a pointed question about
the efficacy of such a course, and, a
compliment from one board member
about the. English elective program
meeting "the needs and interests of our
students."

The board agreed and the vote was
unanimous:

A stipend for summer reading and
preparation of classroom materials
was ,also aoproved for met'and I was
ready to beoin iny preparations in ear-
nest. I read and I wept over Wiesel's
Legends,of, Our Time: 'and The Oath;
I sighed after reading Treblinka (Stein-
er); I clenched; rtiy fists while reading
Babi. Yar (<uznetsov), Voyage of the
Damned (Thomas and Witts), Last of
the Just (SCh.warz-Bart) and Uris'
works, Mile 18, QBVII, Exodus;,1shook
my head in disbelief while reading
Auschwitz (Nyiszli), and The Wall
(Hersey); rdetested the world and my
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own country while studying The Holo-
caust: Destruction of European Jewry
1933-45), and While Six Million Died:
A ,ChroniclkOf American Apathy
(Morse); and yes, I was even appalled
at the Jews who refused to leave Ru-
mania when given the oPportunity in
The Last Escape (Kluger and Mann).

I became a sadder person that sum-
rner after submerging mySelf into the
literature of the HoloCaust:My wife and
children wbuld come upon me in my
study and findme, book in hand, head
nodding in despair over the tragedy
that I, too, had watchedfrom the side-
lines. rcried for the six million; and
cried for myself.

September: the start of school arid
beginning of the course. With deter-
mination and some trepidation, I met
my :first group of 25 eleventh and
twelfth graders (we mix the juniors and

iseniors n our elective program) by dis-
tribUting a .blank sheet of paper to
everyone. .

'On the board I wrote these two
words, "The Holocaust", and under
them, vertically, these questions: 1)
Who? 2) What? 3) When? 4) Where? 5)
Why? "Please put your name on the
paper, copy these questions and re-
spond to them," I directed.

There were blank stares, shrugged
shoulders, a raised hand .and a voice
plaintively inquired from the back Of
the roorn, "What about the date?"

Undaunted, I announced the date
and continued, "Just answer the ques-
tions. You will have five Minutes," I in
toned in my most serious manner. And
at the end of the time limit, I collected
the papersmostly blank; but some
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had a few adequate responses.
The next aspect of thelesson called

for a definition of the word "Holo-
caust." Upon getting a _workable' one
(after a few tries), I told them to keep
a secfion in their rioiebooks for vocab-
ularY word§ encountered iri. our 10-

c,
week study. The first word then was
"Holocaust"' the second was "geno-
cide;" the third was "Hitler." BY now
most of them remembered thecontent
of the course which they read about
and registered for six months before.

After distributing copies of the
course outline with its objectives,- con-,
tent, and composition activities, I pro-
ceeded, to explain the -format of the
class, my expectations for them, the
pre-test they juSt had and the poit-test
they could expect ten Weeks later; and
then I. infOrmed, them of the speakers/
tapes (audio and video) we wbUld. be
having. Next, I gave them a list of some
fifteen works (mostof which rhave al-

,

ready mentioned) and pointed out Me
three that we'd do as a class. In addi-
tion, each student would have tO read
any two or three of the other titles for
their major written project.

By then I was out of breath, th.ey
were having second and probablY third
thoughts about ever having signed up
for the course, and the Pavlovian bell
buzzed into our collective coriscious-
ness.

On the second day of the course, I
began the lesson by commenting
about the previous day's written exer-
cise. I announced the class average (it
ranged from 3.1 to 5.0 out of 10 for the
six .sections that first year) and assur-
ed them (and myself) that a similar tett
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at the conclusion of the course would
show an improved score. The content
of the course then commenced with
the chronology of post World War I
events in Europeespecially in Ger-

.

many.

I reiterated for the students my four
basic objectives for the cour'.0 similar
to the rationale presentei board
of education:

to introduce st to sic
events of the I it, J to
raise with them the many ques-
tions that still haunt rational
men some 30 years later;
to enable the students to realize
that when society practices cruel
and inhuman punishment on one
minority, no one is safe;
to haie my students gain ern-.
pathy for one of mankind's tradi-
tional scapegoats;
to sensitize students to the
fact and practice of man's barbar-
isms to hiS fellow man because of
ignorance and fear of superficial
differences.

I proceeded to explairi the- written re-
quiremen'ts and . standards for the
course. Required were two essays bas-
ed on Elie Wiesel's works (Night and
Legends of Oui Time). Students were
to react to one concept in the latter-
work and to substantiate Wiesers sym-
bolic choice of title for the former.,

Not to be forgotten were the three or
four spelling and vocabulary quizzes
given during the quarter. Words were
taken from their reading and class dis-
c,usgions in order to integrate basic,
language arts skills into each course of
the elective program.

A seven-week project required stu-.
dents to write a documented paper
(footnote and bibliography format
must, be taught) using at least two re-
ferences which showed one era of his-,
tory when man persecuted a minority
group.. I suggested to the .class that
they might want to investigate their
own national backgrounds first for a
specifiá group to research. Or, they
might select the era of Jewish persecu-
tion using the half-dozen titles (about
10 copies of each) I was able to supply

'them. Since I do have a heterogeneous

group, the reading levels of the books
vary, from the easier: Uris, Mile 18;
Nyiszlie, Auschwitz; Elkins, Forged in
Fury; Boehm, Fourteen Survived; and
Goodrich and Hackett, Diary.of Anne
Frank, to the more complex: Schwarz-
Bart, Last of the Just; and Wiesel, The
Oath. To those who appeared to be
more interested in this era, I provided
my own copies of Steiner, Treblinka;
Thalmann, Crystal Night; Kuznetsov,
Babi Yar; Thomas and Witts, Voyage of
the Damned; Kluger and Mann, The
Last Escape; and a recent definitive
work by Dawidowicz, War Against the
Jews (1933-45). The latest book,
Rabinowitz, New Lives, portrays some
survivors of the Holocaust who came
to live in America.

In addition to the historical overview
of the era (Political, economic, social),
their paper would include a precis of
the books they read;a Specific incident
from eaCh book which reveals the most
shoCking event OS vis persecution;
an aspect of human nature acquired
from their reading; actions other gov-
ernments and everyday citizens took to
stop the outrages, and some.ponclud-
ing remarks to tie the paper together.

The third book used. by the entire
class, more as a contrast to the deeper
more philosophical and metaphysical
works of Weisel, was Forsyth's popular
novel, Odessi File. Those students
who found Legends a bit "heavy"
found plenty of suspense, action, per-
haps more than a hint of sex and a
sense that the kingdom of evil, if not
totelly vanquished, at least was made
to,flee the scene Permanently.

I tried to vary lesson presentations
during the 10 weeks of the course.
Once we were into the literature, I en-
deavored to end each class session
with a thought-provoking question;
and I began the next day's lesson with
this same question, noticeably involv:
ing different members of the class each
day for their interpretations or reac-
tions. By the way, students were re-
quired to make note of their peers'
more meaningful comments for use in
the Legends of Our Time essay.

In addition to the typical give-and-
take discussion's about Wiesel's works,

I invited a number of guest speakers in-
to the class, or I had their comments
and experiences available on audio
cassettes. Two colleagues showed
slides and gave their impressions of re-
cent visits to Dachau and Auschwitz;
then there was a.German instructor, a,
former member of the Hitler Youth,
who spoke about his experience in
Germany during those years. I had a
younglad whose parents were abduct-
ed from Estonia to Germany during the
war and whose relatives were liquid-
ated by the Russians after 1945 speak
to the group: I played a tape of an inter-
view conducted with one of .my staff
members' father who resided in Austria
du'rinc the Anschluss and who wit-
nessed the degradation of the Jews by
Nazis. I showed paintings and photos,
and I had available cn perrrianent dis-
play a book of paintings by Alf red,Kan,.
tor. The starkness and cruelty of the
Nazis are easily discerned by all stu-
dents.

April 1975 marked the 32nd anniver-
sary of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising.
Elie Wiesel spoke in Nw York City and
a colleague, Anthony McCann, who is
also teaching this course, journeyed
with me to listen to and record his pre-
sentation. His theme or remembrance
was identical to the theme of our class.
This tape is a highlight of the course.'

If I may be permitted to digress from
my outlining of the.Program, I will tell
those who might be thinking of offer-
ing this class, be prepared to weep as
you read the literature in prepaiation
for the class. I found myself choked up
many times as I read and studied these
examples of man's inhumanity and
self-imposed tragedy. A sincere teach-
er of I erature must, as a basis for be-
ing true to his students, be sensitive, be
empathic and place himself in the
shadow of his characters as he reads
.and discusses the materials.

There are many worthy activities be-
sides the typical classroom discussion
to enhance this course. I took students
to lectures having to do with the Holo-
caust. I compiled creative contribu-
tions from all .six classes into a 'maga-
zine Of the poems, drawings, and react-
ions to some aspect of the course that
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studentsloOk the 'time to prepare ('pr
extra credit). This was for end-of-the-
year distribution to the 150 student; of
the program. It's interesting to note
that 147 of the magazines were pickecl
up.

By the time the final project was re-
turned the day before each quarter's
end, and the books collected, I was
ready to admior post-test. !-

for I the students
whu thu lie 'who, what,
when, where., why" questions about
the Holocaust was to be more sensi-

while classroom procedure, fully a
third felt the guest speakers, especially
the men from Germany and Vienna,
were a highlight of the course, because
they were actUal witnesses to the his-
tory of the times being studied.

Although there wasn't a single most
downgraded classroom activity, there
were criticisms about the poor quality
of some of the t, I played, thespell-
ing and vocabulal quizzes, and a cou-
ple of nays for the essays and the quar-
terly project. Surprisingly, many stu-
dents wanted more factual .quizzes on

tive, descriptive, and analYtical in their the books read for class discussion, I
responses: That was satisfying, but it can only surmise they wanted to have
wasn't until I collected the mostly. un- their grades based more on specific

Sudan; Chinese in Indonesia; lbos in
Nigeria; Bengalis in Pakistan; arid
Hutus in Burundi as well as the recent
obscenity in Lebanon.) What is your
prognosis tor mankind eventually
eliminating the concept of a scape-
goat?" The combined response was
universal in all classes: "When people
do not object to the persecution of any
group, then the despots use this
apathy to accomplish their aims. :.."
"AS long as man struggles to.be super-
ior to those around him, there will be a
need of a scapegoat to rationalize h.is
insecurities...he needs one to justify
his own inabilities...." And my two
classics, "NO way," .and "Not a heck

signed course critiques during the last.
day of each quarter that I felt a sense of
well-being.

response to the question about
ttn:.= a of the course,, no instruz-lor
cotio ye-asked for better reactions.
Certain phrases perhaps ought to be'
quotd herd: "A holocaust can occur
anyv here and we are the ones who
could stop' it;""... to make us aware of
the tragedy and to prevent it from hap-
pening again:" ". prejudice leads to
inhumanity...we must become more
compassionate ...;" and the most suc-,
cinct: "Not to forget!"

Although the majority thought the
class discussion without fear of giving
wrong "answers" was the most worth-

,
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content matter in acdition to the
papers. -

About half the group wanted me to
drop Legends of Our Tme for future
class reading while t -e other half
thought it was valtiable for the classes
to study. The same held true for two
supplementary. books., Mile 18 and
Forged in Fury. I expect to continue
using them with the admonition to fu-
ture classes about diverse tastes.in lit-
erature.

The finalquestion on the critique is:
"Man doesn't seem to have changed
from the Christian persecutions to the
Jewish outrage. (There have-been six
examples of genocide since 19-45:

.Kurds -in Iraq; non-Moslem blacks in

1 6

Of -a lot of chance." However, I take
pride in one student's response, one
whose philosophy 'and outlook must
prevail if we are to learn our lessons
from history: "I think people' have
learned trim past mistakes and are
smarter now. There:will notonger be a
need for a scapegoat."

And to this optimistic vieW, I say
Amen.

Post note: For a variety of reasons,
the Course has now been expanded to
O weeks. The added length allows for

small group disdussions of the outside
readings. While the teacher is engaged
in this activity, the rest' of- the class
is working on the quarterly project or
reading the supplementary works."'

. Photograph by Deborah Hose
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PVCHOL NG ISTCs
and the Teaching of Poetry

Stanley Bank
The purpose of this article 's to show that some of the

basic; commonly acci' J findings of psyCholinguistics
can have a direct and practical impact on our students'
ability to read, poetry, and that teachers of English should
consider those findings in organizing their cdurses and in
teaching the language of .poetry. Let me say first that I

abhor the thought of turning students into junior psycho-
linguists (or any ists) rather"than into sensitive common
readers. I have no teaching: "method" or .interpretative
system to ponsor. Rather, I woult hike to apply the find-
ings, not methods, of psycholin=uisticstoihe process
of readinc .teracure. The findings Jiat concern me may be
listed as fc6uvis.

.1. The acquisition of language is the process of learn-
ing.the ruir:fz which connect the deep structUre (meaning)
of an Utterar=s to surface structures (sounds, print).

2: These miles cmnnot be taught directly but are learned
through the proci:=::5 of discovering patterns and testing
those pattesris thi(iugh feedback.

3. The prz..-Itilss ,/ reading is the process of reconstruct-
ing langun,' ,,'hich decoding is merely a paryRead-
ing is an 1.1 which the %/Oldie, and its parts are in
constant .. teraction: the fluentAeader goes from the
visual stirr dos- to deep structure, ncd,tO4urface struc-
ture. We ri nivanings; we do not read letters or words.

From these nri,-ples we may generalize abOut the readirrc
of poetry:

Since the , ntem nf cues in a poem which signals suCh
responses as inton:on.-:stress, `pitch and junctureis
different fr: m the system in prose, the student must be
enabled to c: ,'7!op a system of 'rules for the interpretation
ofthose cues.

Since the stanzaic irerm of a poem is a syntactic cue to
intonation, and, t ugh patternihg, to meaning, the
student must be er 7.;.'A to develop a system of rules for

' the interpretation 6, ',nose cues.
Since languaeifements which are cues in prose might

be more develc--,,c,,.. meanings in poetry (e.6.. sounds and
sound pattern., connotations, metaphoric language,
ambifuity), the student must be, enabled to change his
pattern of readin,7 accomodate a deeply different written
language, or., wry..:1-1 provides different redundancies, a

different deep as w=-! as surface structure, and one which

Stanley &BIM member of the department of Secondary
,Educatic^ at H. Lehman College, Bronx

requires him to reconstruct sound and meaning simultane-
ously. He reads Meaning, but he must hear the sound as he
does so, and the sound must provide feedback on the basis
of which hemust modify the meaninb. In general, linguistic
devices which may be accidental or ornamental in prose
are organic in poetry and provide cues to basic meaning.
Perhaps the appeal to the young reader of metaphysical
poetry lies in the startling quality of the metaphors, for
that quality calls the reader's conscious attention to them.
The subtler devices tend to go unnoticed, not because the
student is a poor reader, but because he is a good One. (The
better.reader makes less use of meditated word or phrase
identification, and so is less apt,to notice specifics in the
surface structure.)

Reading poetry, then, requires the acquisition of the
language of poetry, so that the linguistic signals of the
poem are -)erceived as powerfully as the signals of ordinary
language are. Many stutents already have this ability in
limited number of poetic forms, most likely the limeriCkand
the common nursery rhyme. This ability does not stem from
the simplicity of the forms (the limerick is far from simple),
but rather from the students non-analytic, internalized
familiarity with them. And it is this type of familiarity with
form andlanguage which we must foster in our stude'nts if
they are to become able to respond directly to the "sonnet-
ness" of a sonnet, for example, to the signals of meter and
rhyme, to the sensual impact of imagery, to the doubleness
of metaphoric language.

In that .watershed of systematic thought applied to the
study of literature, Theory of Literature (2nd edition, 1956),
Rene Wellek and Austin Warren observe that "man's pleas-
ure in a literary work is compounded of the sense of novelty
and the sense of recognition." What can help our students
to recognize? In our teaching, most of us help our students
discuss theme, character and plot:o that a course May be
built on:thematic relationships or patterns of content (e.g.
tragedy) which can help students recognize similarities
and differences between characters, between situations,

.and between ideas. But in doing sci, we are dealing with
language already processed by the students. Even the dis-
cussion of a poem which is focused on the language and
structure of poetry, such as a treatment of Richard Wilbur's
"To an American Poet ,Just Dead" as an extension and
reshapihg of classical elegy, deals with the ideas derived
from the poet's language, not with the "black box" of un-
meditated response to the surface structure of the lan-
guage itself. To help our students achieve a "sense of..
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recognition" means to help them create a model of a poetic
form in their minds which functions in the same way that
the model of language functions: it, too, is a system of rules
connecting deep with surface structure. But it no more
comprises "rules" like "A sonnet is a poem in iambic
pentameter..." than language comPrises ruies like A
noun is a word which names ...." Both of thesettatements
are based on analysis of the linguistic product;' they are
not reflections of the linguistic process. I do not pretend
to know the riles of "sonnetness" consciously, but I can
suggest ways of helping students acquire them.

First, however else a course may be organized, we should
read and study poems of identical structure for as long as
possible. There are enough Shakespearean sonnets (not
necessarily Shakespeare's alone), for example, in the
literature to provide extensive variety in everything but
form. When we point-out metrical pattern, rhyme scheme,
and contentform relationships, we are providing the 'kind
of information we provide beginning readers:.information
which helps them learn, but not the informatiOri theY will
use when they become fluent readers, or fluent readers of
sonnets. We are trying to give them the opportunity to,
construct for themselves the linguistic and formal rules of
the sonnet so 'that they can ,read sonnets without analytic
.mediation. They must perceive generalities, make general-
izationS, test those generalizations using feedback from a
suffiCient quanity of ,langUage, and thus create and' in-
ternalize part of the system of rules they will use as readers
of poetry. The less variety of form they encounter at this
pOint, and the more material they are able to use toprovide
feedback, the more surely the internal process. will take
place, and the more easily' theY will be able to assimilate
other forMs of pdetry into the system.

Second, students should memorize at least one typical.;.,
example of the forM. Shakespeare's "Thai time of Year
thou Dost in Me Behold". (Sonnet 73). is an excellent
choice, because the form, is unvarying and the con tent-
form relationship is stron6 and clear. The Memorization

. must be thorough enough to provide the student with a
context and a model for feedback when' he reads another

. sonnet, thud helping him to establish the systerli-Of rules
which will, make him an effective, unmediating feeder of
sonnetsone who responds without formal analysis. We
must remember that'poetry is not part of the everyday Ian-
guage.experience of our culture,,so that we are forced tO
create artificially the conditions, of everyday familiarity
with its forms and patterns.

Third, we should have our studerlts write sonnets. But
since our. aiM has to do with the reading of poetry,' we
should not ask them to compete with Shakespeare or Frost;
we should, rather, set conditions which will make the
assignment merely forrnal, rather. than "creative." This is
an iMportant point, 'since .creative behavior -needs to be
nurtUred because of the students' ego-involvement with the

:products of creativity. Therefore, the assignment should be
limited to the fulfullment of the stanzak; requirements and
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the content-form relationship. 'But rhyme words may be
found in a rhyming dictionary, syntax may be forced, logic
may be stretched, ideas may be provided by the teacher. In
this writing, the Students will apply form, and internalize it
further throdgh ,that application. (As you may know, Maria
Montessori taught reading through a rote writing process.)

Internally, the Shakespearan sonnet is a..metaphoric
form..Our fourth task is to help students respond to meta-.
phoric language (in its many permutations as metaphor,
simile, personification, etc.) in an immediate manner. But
reading metaphoric language is a special kind of reading
task; in general reading, we proceed immediately from the
printed page to internalized meaning, while in metaphoric
reading the immediate response should be a signal that
prevents an unMediated response. The "normal" unpraC-
ticed resPonse to.poetic form is to ignore it, to get no mean-
ing from it. The unpracticed response to metaphoric lan-
guage is toprocess it immediately, as though it were ordin-
ary language, a practice that leads to stbck responses.:
.When metaphorS.become part of everyday language, they
become dead and go unnoticed: nightfall, necklace, knee-
cap, flash in the p'an. In prose, the metaphor is read as
just anOther way' of saying something., In one of Saul
Bellow's novels, we read, "Do you have emotiond? Strangle
them." In poetrY, we would pause over the violence of the
image, but in prose we 'probably respond to Strangle not
much differently than we would to stifle or supress.
(The "we" is generic. We English teachers respond differ-
ently, but we are also conscious that we respond differently
frorn most people to nuances'in language.)

How can We help our students begin to notice in poetry
what they have trained themselves to comprehend auto-
matidally in prose? Twill do no more good to have.students
.identify and classify metaphors, Similes, symbols, and so
forth, than to have youn6er students identify and classify
blends and digraphs. Rather, we should stop over signifi-
cant examples Of.metaphoric language and explore mean-
ing in depth With our students, both convergently and di-
vergently: What "time of year" is it? What relationships
dO the seasons. haVe with human, life? What about "that':
time of year? What kind of autumnal imagesere used? What
kind of life does that portend? What time of year are you in?
What time of year am I in? What kinds of images would you
use'for you and me? What does the time of year as Shake-
speare describes it mean to you? We should seek oust meta-
phoric language that calls attention to itself: "Shall I

compare thee...?" "My mistress"eyes are nothing like..."
And always deal with meaning. Just as walearn to read by
reading, we learn to process metaphor to meaning by doing
so, but by doing so in depth and with deliberation. This
activity will take considerable trine, bth it is an activity
we normally linger over in teaching poetry anyway, and the
time is necessary if our students are to benefit from their
teachers.understanding of the, oxymorOn which sen/es as
the credo fcr this paragraph: the immediate response
should be a signal that'prevents an unmediated response.
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Our emphasis may then .:,hift gradually to the Italian son-
net, whose farm may be more difficult for students to in-
ternalize because of the six-line unit. But with the Shake-
spearean form providing the context, our approach to the

. Italian may follow John Ciardi's observation that a poem is
composed of two voices speaking to each other across a
silence. By this time, the form of the Shakespearean sonnet
shouid supPly a model for feedback, and the similarities
and differences between the forms should strengthen the
students' response to both. Although there is no need to
have students learn finer distinctions, we shouldayOid in-
cluding the Spenserian sonnet (abab bcbc cdcd ee) with
the Shakespearean, and the Miltonic 'sonnet (an Italian
sonnet without the :urn between octave and sestet, and
with a variety of rhyme schemes in the sestet) with the I (al-
ian. These forms may be introduced after the students' re-
sponse to the sonnet form is InternalizedHt. will be
gratifying to see them adjust their responses tothe linked
quatrains of Spenser and the single voice in Milton.

For many students, familiarity with the sonnet will pro-
ride a system. for connecting the stanzaid structure todeep
structure in poetry in general. They will have.responded in-
ternally to the quatrain, the couplet. various forms of sestet,
the iambic linethe major English stanzaic forms, to
which, for some students, we might need to add blank verse
and the ballad stanza f:yr extensive study. What still needs
to be Introduced are tne ways in which 'forms may affect
meaning to the extent f creating meaning. An obvious in-
troduction would be forms which create such aneffect even
in the unsophisticated reader, I would suggest that the area
of light verse is most suitable. The:fact that we cannot imag-.
ine a limerick or a double dactylic dealing with a subject of
high seriousness in an elevated bane demonstrates,that we
have internalized a connection- between the surface ele-
ment of form and the dedp structure of meaning. Why could
not Poe's -Raven" be written in a series' of limerick stan-
zaS?

It was once on a' midnight most dreary
That I studied my books, weak and weary.
As I started to nap
I heard somebodY.rapt
On the docir of mY chamber most dreary.

Why do we respond in such a way that the sound-sense re-
lationshlp becomes coMpletely untenable? Why is nursery
rhyme form impossible for serious poetry?

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are.

And if the last question can be answered by,an examination
of metrics, what do we say about

Tyger! Tygerl burning bright.
In the forests of the night...?

Clearly,, we must, look 'into the. relationship between the
reader and the poern;' not merely at the poem itself.

When we read poetry, we may be.responding differently
to cues, and we mi ,esponding to different cues, but
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the essential process is the same as in reading prose. We
are reconstructing language. When we respond to prose,
we respond connotatively as well as denotatively, some-
times conventionallY, sometimes idiosyncratically. Certain
elements in doetry trigger connotative responses as surely
as do certain elements in ordinary language, and these re-
sPonses are tntegrated into our system of rules. We re-
spond without mediation. And once we accept the frkct of
unmediated response (built through -amiliaritv ,peti(cnn
feedback), we ' kit the language ol
poetry in all its faoets Is as as language it-
self. We can analyze poetry to generalize abOut our re-
sponses, but it is fruitless to. analyze PoetrY in an attempt
to rationalize our responses.

But the tiger still burns brightly. Blake's poems is. an
illustration of the difference between using a set, of, cues
which will generate an inappropriate response (My poor
raven) and creating a iension between normally unme-
diated response and other elements of surface structure to
-create in ef fect. a metaphor in which the yehicle is for-
mal rather thar, lexical. Thus, Blake contrasts innocence
and experience through his contrast between content and
form. Like metaphoritself, Such stanzaic metaphor re-'
quires that we respond tO the cues which:Signal us to sus-.
pend our unmediateeresponse.
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APOLOGIA
PRO,VITAE MEA

"Notice to all candidates: Any item in your CV that
is not immediately clear. should be explained."

Two articles and a note,
the last a survey of
active verbs in The Reli.7,
are under 'consideration.
(To be explicit, the note
is at N & Q; the articles,
in progress.) The thesis, .

on the phylogeny of Vaughan's
poetic worlds, is being read .

by a noted schOlar (name withheld
upon request) in the field.
A positive' response is
every day expected.

Future plans include
-a monograph on Shakespeare
as a model for new courses
in rhetoric and advanced c
Details available on request.

Robert Willson

pobert W leaches course_ 'takeSpeare ari liter-
ary critim- at the University c-7
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There is yet another area in which the reader must re-
spond to cues which prevent unmediated respo.nse. We
must, reading any Material, apprehend tone. The fluent
reader will process signals automatically unless there is
the 'conflict of cues so characteristic of poetry: the conflict
which signals :irony. Most English teachers have expe-
rienced real student resistance to !he very idel iror
(as opposed to ritual resistance to poetry per se) be-

-.ny seems to,confirm the students suspicion that a
poen' : jupposed to mean something it doesn't say. But it
is our job to help our students see that irony is a way of
sayIng, and th9t the reader is responding to language, not
to rtystic revelation,.when he responds to irony. In order to
do so, we must exert care in our selection of materials, es-
tablishing student resporees based ,on cues the students
are able to perceive, as ri e.g. Robert Browning's "My
Last Duchess". and "Soliloquy of the Spanish Cloister" in
which the irony iies in the tension between what the speak-
ers think of themselves anowhat they reveal of themselves.
The students.will be alertela to irony in their own reading
through their development of (i) assent to the proposition
that irony, exists and can be communicated and appre-
nended, '(2) comprehens.nn of irony when it is pointed out.
and finally (3) the integration of cues that'signal irony in-
to their own,system of rules. Again, the key to success in
this area is the repetition of generalizable patterns so that

the process of discovering patterns and testing generaliza-
tions through feedback can take place. Our goai '5 our stu-
dents' development of unmediated responses tnat will en-
able them to function as they do with metaphor: the im-
mediate response should lead to a ronsideren
Without this ribiHty, would a !iidur u; Robert F:,, . 11111i

Edgar Lee Masters ever pause to consider
meanings below the surface of poems in whicil the linguis-
tic ,cues that signal irony are present but far from obvious?

The application of a fewbaSic findings of psycholinguis-
tics has led to a pattern of possible approaches to helping
students become fluent readers of poetry. They must mas-
ter stanzaic forms to the level of internalization which
permits reading those forms effectively without analytic
mediation; and theymust maSter languag.e to the level of in-
ternalization which permits an immediate response differ-
ent fromi their irrimediate response to prose. The pattern
can easily be extended in 'both scope and depth, and
imposes little 'That is forei-gn' to ehy persona: teaching
style: only.that poems of tdentical structure be sf.iudied ex-.

tensively. The other -elementsinternalizing form, re-
sponding to metaphor immebiately, and Connei:Iing sur-
face structure to deep structure in poetry-,--rne:. ;e taught
alongside of whatever approeches to poetry ndividLill
teachers have found most rewarding.if
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An Approach to the Miller's Tale
and the Reeve's Tale

Ronald B. Herzman
My pilgrimage to Chaucerian wis-

.

dcm has not been without some
"wandrynge by the weye." In graduate
school, my mentor, the late A.R. Dun-
lap, was-Thimself a student of George
Lyman Kittridge. Karl Young, Robert
Menner, and Edward Sapir. If .an un-
solvable crux should come up in.

-Beowuli or Chaucer, he could turn
his textsideways, look at his notes, and
solve the problem.definitively by telling
us what Kittridge .said. By tempera-
ment even more than by training he
seemed to be more austere than even
that eminent company could wish, to
such as extent that we would feel more
than a slight moral victciry in Chaucer
seminar if we cobld pressure him to ad-
mit, for example', that the word ladle,"
''tail," in the Shipman's Tale really was
a double ehtendre. We wouid glow with
triumph as he gave his ultimate assent:
"That reading might be,allowable."

So when I was abotillo teach the
Miller's Tale for the *first time, in,

a survey .course my last year of grad-
uate school, it' was not to him but to a
'younger medievalist' that I went for ad-
vice, confident that he at least would
not participate in'a Victorian conspir-
acy to hide the trUe natuie of Chauper.
(A conspiracy given its most explicit
expression, I 'might add_ in John li,..tatt-
hews Manly's bowdlerized studer1 edi-
tion of The Canterbury Tales. in
whose notes we are told: "The Mihrs

Ronald Herzman teaches medieval
literatwe at State University College,
Geneseo, N.Y. He presented an earlier
version of this paper at the N. Y. Co/-
lege English Associ.st.:rrn comference,
October. 7976..

Tale is not fit to be read in mixed com-
pany, but the portraits of the Oxford
student, the carpenter's wife, and the
parish clerk are examples of Chaucer's
latest and best method of portraiture.
They are therefore included in our
selections."2 Or again, for the Reeve's
Tale, the terse line: "A specimen of the
tale will suffice."3)

The advi,ce 1 received; .in any case,
was "the tale.sells itself; all you have
to do is read it." Like all conspiracies,
however, this ran deeper than first.
imagined. A pause was followed by "of
cOurse, taking care to omit all the really
raw parts." Now if I have learned any-
thing since in my pilgrimage to the
heavenly Jerusalem of Chaucerian
wisdom, it is that although. nothing
quite "sells itself" to students, the
really raw" parts come as close asone

can ever hope to get. This is a decep-
tive insight, however, because it is one
which works too well: it could actually
deceive one into thinking that he had
reached the heavenly Jerusalem. It has
taken me quite a while to realize that
this step is not an end in dself but only
a means to an end. To put it in more
general terms, to make pilgr -nage
into our common pilgrim tge as dritics
and teachers of Chaucer, our jot in the
classroom can never be less their-mak-
ing our students laugh, but it mustalso
be something more; we must find-ways
to be .articulate in fittirr:-. this humor
within the larger context'of Chucer's
pilgrimage in particular and medieval
aesthetics in general, sc that the hum-,
or can' be seen in delicate balance with
the high seriousness of Chaucer's lar-
ger purposes. In teaching especially,
this is no easy task. This mixture is
something that 'the best recent criti-

cism has been intensely concerned
with: Derek Brewer perfectly express-
es the ideal when he tells us that
Chaucer is never more serious than
when he is being his most funny.4 But
it is not a combination which comes
easily in the classroom. To talk about
humor, very oftep, is to kill it. If it
iS killed in a sdholarly. articlewell,
that has happened before.

I would like to suggest that' a Series
,of fuxtapositions from the viS-ual' arts
can make an effective statement for
students of the way in which humorous
elements are to be understood, clearei'
perhaps than any purely verbal explan-
ation. My first example is from the
Cathedral of Bourges, showing a cor-
bel decorated by a head. In an analog-
ous position, in the same cathedral, as
my Students perceivenot immediate-

ly but after a few seconds and many
thoughtful and serious glandes ex-
changed with one another-Lthe decor-
ation is a pair of buttocks. That this
juxtaposition takes plade in a church
is in itself an effective beginning, for
it suggests that the viewer must never
forget that both elements must ulti-
mately be seen in their relation to a
larger ideal. The opposition of-heads,
and tails presents an ideal and its in-
version, Which a slight amount of ver-
balizing cari 'explain to the class: the
seat of the rational faculty should
govern. The seat itself can only do Well
when it istaking, not giving orders. The
Miller's Tale is what happens, simply,
when the ruling is done by the tail
rather than by the head. This image al-
lows one to "see".just how much of the
Miller's Tale zeroes in oi .these re:
gions, with all Manner of. wonderfully
executed pokings, fartings, and var-
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iouS other nether "meloujes," all
coming together in single focus. At the
same time it allows us to see how this
single focus must be understood in
terms of the larger structure, the
ideal pilgrimage of which it is a part.

The second example, a manuscript
illumination showing hell as a mirror
of heave!i, again suggests how an. in-
version can only be fully understood
by reference to the ideal. The damned
souls about to be placed in the cauld-.
ron can only be fully appreciated as an
inverted image of the bosom of Abra-
ham. The 'movement of all the crea-
tures in helk-souls and devilscan

. . .

only, be appreciated in terms of the
peace of heaven. Analyzing Chaucer's
fabliaux consists of .a process similar

-to looking at such an image. What is
,given in the fabliaux, in straight-
forward and obvious Ways, is the in-
version, a world turned Upside down.,
But the ideal is also implied and ex-
pressed, either within the poem itself
or in the larger context of which the
poem is a part, and the teacher-critic
has the task of bringing this relation-
ship before Chaucer's readers and
then letting i.t speak, for itself.

One such image is worthy of explica-
tion in detail.

Differences between the Reeve's
Tale and the Miller's Tale are
often perceived in terms of "sharp-
ness-of tone," which in turn iS usually
explained hy the single-minded inter-.
ést in revenge'. which consumes the
Reeve. In his introduction the Reeve

. reacts violently. to age, his own, and
the parallel he perceives with John the
Carpenter's in the Miller's Talefor
it.was John's age, in combination with
other qualities to be sure, which set
him up assuch a total dupe. The Reeve,
ih his fixation on age, nurses and ca-
sesses his rage into readiness as he
prepares for his'own tale of revenge.
One element in this characterization
has not been given sufficient attentioh,
however. In his catalogue.of the quali-
ties which characterize old age, the
Reeve makes several connections
which do not logically (or More accur-
ately, chronologically) follow. He.calls
attention to lust, for one example, and

(
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then proceeds to connect increased
desire with age, and while some of
Chaucer's older pilgrims might give
hearty approval 'to the connection
Alisoun of Bath for oneit hardly fits
such exemplars of age as the Knight or
the Parson. This same inconsistency is
true for the four so-called "gleedes"
that belong to age: "Aveunting, lying,

"The opposition of heads and tails presents
an ideal and Its Inversion ... :The seat of the
ratfOnal faculty should govern. The Seat It-
self can only,do well When it Is taking, not
giving orders." Corbels from the Cathedral
of Bourges (ca. 1240).

anger, coveitise" (3684): Once again,
the Reeve makes clear that these are
not his induvidual.faults, but that t-iey
belong rather to age generally. A.nd
once again they would hardly hold up
as descriptions of the Knight or the
Parson:Perhaps the Reeve's blindness
is such that he enjoy'sthe assumption
that his entire generation shares faults
which are uniquely his. But such blirrd-
ness is the Reeve's, for there is no nec-
essary/ chronological connection.

2 2

These are qualities which do belong
in a precise and definitive way to one
important sense in which oldness was
understood in the Middle Ages, how-
ever. They are all attributes of the
Pauline "Old Man." For Paul and the
tradition which follows him, oldness
was not primarily a Matter of chron-
ology but of interior disposition. The
old man was one who had not put on
Christ, a man who lived accordihg to
the flesh rather than the spirit, a man
who, in Augustine's terms, belonged to
the CityOf Man rather than the City of
God. Once seen from this perspective,
the four "gleedes" come immediately
into sharper focus. Moreover, this is alr-
so an ,adventageous perspective from
which to view the relationship between
teller and tale...These same Pauline
.dichotomies which define the Reeve's.
"oldness" are an implicit statement of
the ideal and its inversion against
which the subject of the taie itself
can be measured. As the Reeve's world
is upside down, so is the tale itself.
The drunkenness and swyvenings
which are the ,concerns of the, tale are
precisely the attributes of Pauline old-
ness spoken of iii a text sueh as
Romahs 13:10:

In addition toithe link between teller
and tale, a link can also be forged to the
larger concerns of the panterbury
Tales as well, to the idea of pilgrim-
age. In interpreting Paul for the Middle
Ages, Augustine, in:the City of God,
sees variatioris oh the same fundamen-
tal Pauline dichotomy governing areas
of experience which today woUld be
classified in altogether different cate-
gories: history, psychology, morality.
In the central metaphor of the Work,
Augustine borrows the language of
Roman political theory to describe
man's pilgrimage to the City of God:
we are all either citizens of the earthly
city, accepting Only what that city has
to offer, or we are citizens of the hea-
venly city, and hence pilgrimsattempt-
ing to progress to our final home
in the heavenly Jerusalem.. In examin-
ing the Implications of this dichotomy
from several interrelated perspectives,
he explains that the macrocosm of man .

in general in hiss relation to the state
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. "The figure at the top is Mdses; he places the corn, the grain of the Old Testanierilln the mill,
and Paul, at the other end .harvests the flour .of the new." Capital, Church of St. Mary
Magdalene,'Vezelay (12th cen.)

E fundamentally a reflection of the
!---:crocasm of each individual man; the

r...hotomy of the two cities, the City of
or the City of God, is analogous to

:--:-,dichatomy between flesh and spirit
. v Tying within each .man. In other
w :rds.. Augustine makes explicit the

nnection between flesh and spirit,
old and new. which I suggest is opera-
Img within the tale. Whether youliveas

old.man or a new man, whether you
.we according to the flesh or the
SD:r1t, 'defines whether your life is -a

or a false pilgrimage.'
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These considerations are the nec-
essary preliminary to the thematically
most relevant sense in which the idea
of the Pauline old man operates in the
tale: through its linkage with the cen-
tral image of the talethai of The mill.
When the Reeve begins the tale: "At
Trumpyntoun nat fer fro Cantebrigge,/
Ther gootn a brook, and over that a
brigge,/ Upon the whiche brook. ther
stant a melle:/ And this is verray sooth
that I yow telle".(3921-4), he opens out,
on a thematic level, more of the tale
than has previously been suspected. In

one obvious wayas the locus of the
actionthe mill is the central image of
the poem. The clerks come to the mill.
The meal is ground at the mill. Because
Symkin knows more than they do a-
bout the working of the mill, they are
duped at and through the mill. And the
clerks have their revenge by staying at
the mill. Less obviously, but more in-
tere'stingly, the literal machinery of
the mill, its structure and working, pro-
vides an analogy with another kind of
"grinding" which takes place in the'
tale. In an accurate and perceptive
article, tan Lancashire has shown how,
throUgh an intricate set Of puns on
such words as "flour," "ending,"
"pecking:" and of course "grinding,"
'and through the equation of the mach-
inery of the mill with the sexual or-
gansa literary commonplace both
before and after Chaucerthe tale de-
velops a consistent pattern of double
entendre in which Syrnkin, loSing the
"gryndynge of the whete" (1013), be-
comes "the perfect victim Of retributive
justice, which deals out an eye for an
eye, a tooth for a tooth, measure for
measure."6

To both these levels of th.e mill oper-
ating within the tale I propbse a third.
One which encompassesthe other two
and gives to them additional resonan-

Ices: the icon of the so-called mystic
milL The twelfth-century capital from
the church of St. Mary Magdalene. at
.Vezelay is. perhaps the most well
known version of this icon. Its mean-
ing was rediscovered in the long and
fruitful battle still being fought -to
win-back Meaning in Christian Art lost
since the enlightenment, a discovery
helped in great part by the work of
Emile tY6le.' From the interpretation of
the figures in terms of .a simple genre
'scenea realistic depiction of the
grinding of meal (making due allow-
ances for Romanesque exaggeratiOn),,
we have moved to a typological under-
standing of the scene: the figure at the
top is Moses; he places the corn,-the
grain of the Old Testament in the mill,

'and Paul, at the other end, harvests the
flour of the new-. The relationship of
corn to flour then, is the relationship
of old to new. Thus the image, Which is
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in fact a typological variant of an al-
legorical use of mills which can be
found in 'monastic theology as early as
the Conferences of John Cassian.
wherein the mill and its grinding refers
to the soul in the process of trying to
find Divine truth, is an extremely force-
ful visual representation of the rela-
'ixiship between Pauline oldness and
newness, letter and spirit."

The meaning ofthe mystic mill thus
links together the major thematic con-
cerns of the. tale. It links the Pauline
oldness of tne Reeve's introduction to
all the subsequent action of the tale,it-
self with conciseness and immediacy.
The sexual innuendo and double en-
tendres of mill and grinding areetched
in even higher relief when the mystic
mill is seen as an invisible but present,
ideal, When Symkin the miller, in
speaking of hisplan-to dupe the clerks,
says that "In stide of flour yet wol Syeve
hem bren" (4053), he is also precisely
expressing the way in which the tale it-
self takes the ideal and turns it upside

'down. Thb grinding becomes in fact a
grim ,but outrageously funny parody of

\this ideal in much the same way that
!the Friars in the .buttocks of the devil
are a Parody of the icon of the virgin of
mercy in the beginning of the Sum-
moner's Tale; in .the same way that the
dividing of the fart at the end of ..the
Summoner's Tale is a parody of Pente-
cost; in.the same way that the ideal love
of the'Song of Songs is powerfully
evoked in the less than ideal love of
the Miller's Tale and the Merchant's
Tale,

.Taken all together, what this implie
for the study of Chaucer's fabliaux is
something like' the following: Robert
Hollander, in a recent study of the DiY-
ine Comedy, mentions in passing that
there is anOther great writer of a [Mine
Comedy in,the fourteenth century, and
that is Chaucer.9. This is an assertion,
I believe, which should be taken as
more than pious critical metaphor, for
ifve look closely, we can find much'in
the Tales to support this statement.
Undoubtedly, wtiat has kept us.from
looking harder in the past Ss that
ChaUcer has chosen merry middle
earth as the 'stage for his pilgrimage,
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"The da mned souls about to be placed In the cauldron.can only be fully appreciated as an
inverted Image of the'bosom of Abraham:" Psalter of St. Louis and Blanche of Castile
'(1223-1230).
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rather than the depths and heights of
Dante's afterlife. But in the fabliaux,
as comedy getsbroader and. broader,
the chaos of disorder of Dante's hell is
evoked. (The only literary characters
who fart as much as Chaucers Churls
are Dante's Devils.) More important,.
traces of the Paradise which ChaUcer
never gives us in so direct or organized
or stunning a fashion as Dante does,
are evoked, and are beginning to be
perceived, by the systematic presence
of image after image leading us to the
ideal. al
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NOTES
1 To balance' a distortion made fo'r obvious

rhetorical purposes, I would like to acknowledge
my considerable debt both to the late Professor A.
R. Dunlap and to Profesor W.B. Einnie of the
Upiversity of Delaware for their scholarly exaM-
ple, their patience: and their consi6erable encour-
agement to me Vvhen I was a graduate student. I
would also like to thank my colleague Professor
William R. Cook for the slides used in this presen-
tation.

2 Canterbury Tales (London' Harap and Co , n
p. 559.

3 Bold , 2. 561

(Please turn to page 26)
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Charles R. Duke
Prime, time on televison belongs

to the docs and the cops. The last old-
time western action adventure story
has disappeared from television, and
the American, raised on The Lone Ran-
ger, Hopalong Cassidy, and Gene
Autry, feels a bit of a loss. The love
affair of the American with the western,
both in fiction and film, has not been
long, but it has been strong.

The term "western, however, causes
some confusion in people's minds. To
some individuals it siMply means all
fiction written about the West beyond
the Mississippi River. However, that
definition is inadequate, for, it puts
together such distinctly different writ-
ers as Zane Grey, John Steinbeck,
Hamlin Garland, Ernest Haycox and
Paul Horgan. It is better, perhaps,'

. to draw a distinction betWeen West-
erns which are a distinct ge\nreand
Western novels. Such a tlistinction
makes it possible for us tb pilt\on one
side writers such as Zane Grey, Max
Brand; Luke Short, and Ernest Haycox
Whose fictions have basicallY:.similar
ingredients: action, romance,9Onflict,
and clearly drawn good and badchar-
acters; plots are predictive and ' the
good man always wins. On the other
side we can find such writers as Ken
Kesey, 'Wright Morris, Richard Brauti-
gan, and Larry McMurtry whose fic-
tions have plots ..th,at rarely are . pre-
dictable and which seldorn use -all thei
ingredients of the Western as developJ,,

Charles Duke; 61 PlyMouth State Co/-
lege in New Hampshire, teaches ana
writes on English education. HAis.the

,author of Teaching Fundamental Eng-
lish Today (J. Westan Walch, 1976).
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ed by Grey and others. Hence we have
the true Western which follows a fairly
set formula, and we have the novel with
a weste; n setting. It is with the former
that we are most concerned.

One of the obvious reasons for the
popularity of the Western is that it is
an adventure story with the emphasis
placed upon action and romance.
Characters in the Western are strictly
controlled and essentially flat in char-
acteriZation. Very few Western writers
are interested in analyzing or in ques-
tioning accepted standards of. moral-

ity; in fact, most of their characters
conform to middle class standards. All
of this leads us to label the Western,
in Marshall McLuhan's terms, a "hot"
medium which offera the maximum en-
tertainment with the minimum of in-

.

volvement. Another way of summer--

izing the Western is ,thrdugh its narra-
tive structure. The Western is like a
game in which the dood man is pitted
'against the bad man on a field of com-
petition which is both definable and
predictable. The game is'played under

. a set of rules that are clearto all those
involved, including the reader.

According to I.C. Jarvie, Westerns
generally fall into, one of five rather
roughly defined categories:'

1. Stories of the,Pioneers:
These treat the hunters and trap-
pers who explored the West; ihe
wagon travelers who tried to,
crosS it, 'and the cattlemen who
ranched it. The themes tend to
focus on man versus nature,
showing natural hardships such
as the,country and the marauding
Indians.

2. Opening Up of thb Frontier:"
These are the stories of the stage
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.coach, the Pony Express, the
building of the railroads, and
the confiicts among the squatters,
the sharecroppers, and the cattle-
men; the professional gunman
makes his appearance at this
stage as well.,

3. The Coming of the Law:
The stories center on the diff-
erences between states and terri-
tories, the problems of 'marshals,
the desire of towns to become re-
sPectable, the role of the vigilan-
tes, the bounty hunters, and the
cattle drives to market.

4. The Law in Action:
Here the concern is more with the
legal and moral problems of the
West than with the physical and:,

,` economic ones. One common
theme has been the good and bad
gunmen and how they were play-
ed off against each other.

5. The Psychological Western:
No time period can be attached to
this form other than it appeared
only after World War II; apart from
the rather Straightforward treat-
ment of neurotic heroes or villans,
there were also those concerned
with the psychology of the char-
acteri.

Although Jarvie intends these cate-
gories to describe the western film,
they work equally well in distinguish-
ing many of the types of written Wes-
ternS.

Rise of the Western

The Western has not been with us
long. Someauthorities suggest that it.
might have its origins in the epics and
in the historical romances of Sir Walter
Scott and Robert Louis Stevenson, but
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more likely, ihe Western was the nat-
ural product of several cultural and
social developments in American his-
tory, beginning about 1900.

One of the principal reasons for the
rise of the Western at this time was the
suspicion that the West, a land asso-
ciated with freedom, space and oppor-
tunity, was disappearing due to the
rapid expansion of the country and be-
cause of the increasing interest in
technology. This concern for the past
and its history as well as the desire to
preserve some of it becomes clearer
when We note that one of the consist-
ent best sellers in the early 1900's was
historical fiction...

A fear also existed at this time that
industrialization was swallowing peo-.
ple's lives. In attempts to recapture a
past that was 'less restricting and
domineering, people turned to the
West. Hence, for many the West be-
came More than jlist a satisfactory
symbol of American heritage; it be-
came an emotionally attractive experi-
ence and the Western became a liter-
ary by-product of this experience.
These same feelings are present today
and continue to help explain people's
'interest in the Western.

A number of individuals helped to
bring the Western into the mainstream
of popular reading, but one indiVidual
can,be singled out as actually fostering
the form in America. Owen Wister saw
the West as the apprOpriate place for
showing the greatness of America'.
Wister's vision of the West encour-
aged individualism, democracy and
freedom; he wished io weed out 'the
undesirable elementsthe Indians
and the immigrantsand show only
the courage and strength of the Anglo-
Saxon. As-a result, Wister helped to
bring together the cultural currents of
the period land blended them into a
model for a new type of literature.
Essentially all of Wister's work for the
Western went into his one example of
the type, The Virginian, in which
Wister played upon the interest in
things uniquely. western. He wrote
what he called a historical novel but
used the new and popular figure of the
cowboy as his democratic hero. He
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arranged these elements so success-
fully that he paved the way for hun-
dreds of similar Westerns, although
he himself never wrote another one.

If Wister was the beginner of the
Western formula, Zane Grey certainly
deserves the title of systematizer. If
Wister never chase to repeat the for-
mula of The Virginian, Grey had no
compunctions about using it over and
over again. Since it was successful, he
never saw any reason to change it or
experiment with it. To us today, Grey's
Westerns may seem prosaic and not at
all unusual; to his reading pubhc, they
were the sure antidote for much of
what was going On around them which
They wished to forget.

Zane Grey was responsible for
bringing many Westerns into the,
market, but Max Brand was even morei
prolific. Brand was superior to Grey in
style, characterization and plot, but he
still had his weaknesses. One of the
most noticeable was his inability to let
his characters remain human beings. A
Brand hero was not merely heroic; he
was gigantic and took on mythical,
superhuman traits.

Max Brand published most of his
work in Western Story, a pulp maga-
zine that helped to stylize the genre
during the early 1900's; this stylizing
took the form of predictable plots,
stereotyped Characters, and avoidance
of sex and-lin-happy endings. By the
end of. the .1920s, the, term "western"
could be used to desCribe a specific
kind of popular literature. Gone Were
the specifics of western regional or
local color:fiction, for writers had ac-
cepted a design ihat employed ro-
mance, adventure and action.. This
gradual process, often called "de-
naturalization," demanded that a writer
repress his individual style in favor of
the recognizable desires of editors and
readers. Strict adherence to, or the
skillful manipulation of, the forrnula
became more important than a writer's
individual achievements.

in the late 1920's and through World
War II, however, some changes in the
Western occurred. Ernest Haycox best
typifies these shiftS: -Haycox had
grown tired of the restrictions imposed
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on writers by Western Story and other
pulp magazines, for he wanted to intro-
duce some innovations to the formula.
He began by sending some of his work
to Frontier, a competing magazine
which seemed sympathetic to his
ideas. His efforts were received well
and. began to make some impression
upon other writers.

Haycox's innovations were not star-
thng, but they did help to stretch 'the
boundaries of the genre. One of his
innovations was to use two heroines
instead of one. This added sOme need-
ed tension to the plot and allowed the
hero to be bothered with some internal
conflicts as well as external ones. The
stiff division between good and bad
was avoided because both heroines
nad aood qualities; it was only after
time and experience that the hero
came to determine which girl had the
"real goodness.",

Another of Hayaox's innovattcins cut
deeper into the usual patteen of, the
Western. Traditionally the. pulp West-
ern herOwas a doer, an actormith little
time for reflection. Haycox tried to
inject a broader meaning for his hero,
to allow him to think about the circum-
stances in which he found himself.
This rough attempt at introdUcing a,
Hamlet figure to the genre was not wel4
received at first because the reading
public was conditioned to expect action
imits Westerns. Haycox's solution to this
problem was to let the hero develop his
understanding graduallyto act hast-
ily at first and then to realize that his"
actions had to be more orderly. Some-
times this learning came from the
hero's involvement with the two hero-
ines, but more often it came from the
mistakes made while trying to analyze
his behavior. These "lessons" were
always tied ^into subsequeRt actions.
the answers being acted out so that the
rapidly moving action would keep the
arm-chair riders ccntented.

Still another direction for the West-
ern came from Haycox'siaXperireenta-
tion with the historical Western. He felt'
that if he based his Westerns on solid,
historical information, he would be
adding to the realism of,, nis. work.
These efforts began with Trouble-
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shooter (1937), a Western based on the
building of the Union Pacific Railroad,
and ended with Bugles_ in the After-
noon (1945), an account of Custer's
last stand.

The overall contribution of Haycox
to the Western f6rm is somewhat diffi-
cult to determine in spite of these in-
novations. Some writers cite the "feel"
he had for characters and setting;
others point to his style and still others
point out that he was the one to lift the
Western from the pulps to the slicks
such as Co llieis and The Saturday
Evening Post. Whatever the contribu-
tion, one thing is certain: Haycox help-
ed to point the way for changing the
formula while retaining the interest of
the reading public.

World War ll hit the pulp magazines
hard, and most of the pulp Westerns
went out of business. This meant that
the market was severely diminished,
and many Western writers found it
difficult 'to survive. In 1950, however,
the- Western Writers of America was
formed to provide a marketplace and a
meeting place for Westerns and'West-
ern writers.. The organization encour-
aged the improved writing of Westerns;
it even gave "Ernies" (named after
Ernest Haycox) for the best western
writers of the year. Now called "Spurs,"
the awards include recognition of best
Western, best non-fiction on the West,
best Western short, and best Western
children's book.

Luke Short was one of the struggling
Western writers at the time when
Ernest Haycox was popular. Short was
a very poor imitation of Haycox, but he
eventually became good enough to
receive contracts' with publishing
houses and ultimately more than forty
percent of his Westerns appeared
under the Bantam trademark.
quickly became the most popu
Western writer after Haycox.

Short's Westerns were a blend of
romance, action, and conflict of char-
acter. His later Westerns of the 1960's
tended to carry more brute violence
and' arguments that brute force was
needed to keep law and order than did
his early works. Short became quite
successful at mixing elements of the
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Western and the detective story, the
combination giving his Westerns an
unusual amount of suspense and
tension.

Luke Short knew the details of west-
ern life, but his works were not really
historical. Instead, he chose to stress
general information about such west-
ern topics as 'mining, ranching, rail-
roading, and farming:His books were
short-150 pagesand seldom
bothered with the internal conflicts of
characters. Still, it was his convincing
portrayal of character conflict on an
external level, his feel for western set-
tings, and his skillful use of believable
western plots which made him one of
the most successful Western writers of
all time.

At present the lucrative field of
script-writing for movies and television
has attracted the modern Western
writer. No market for the short Story
Western exists and the serial markets
so popular in the early 1900's have dis-
appeared. Some modern Westerns
have moved into what previously were
taboo areas: sex, drugs, and racism.,,,
The western novelists, however, are
the ones who seem to- be making the
best use of the possibilities of the
Western genre. Works such as Little
Big Man, Cat Ballou, and Butch Cas-
sidy and the Sun Dance Kid suggest
that the modern novelist is using the
popular anti-hero and elements of the
conventional Western, but this time
carrying Vlem to such extremes that
they result in creating an anti-Western.

Although the Western may have dis-
appeared from the television screen
and is less popular at the movies, its
elements of action, romance, and
western setting Still make it a favorite
on the newsstands and thus it is highly

hat we will see the complete
,he Western.

hy ,-;11 the 11%',.stern

Cr. of the literature used in sec-
ond a. y school classrooms often object
to the strong language, to the portray-
als of sex and the question'able char-
atterization given to respetted individ-
uals such as teathers, doctors,,pol ice-
men and, others. Surprisingly, few
people have turned to the Western as a
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possible antidote. Most of the early
Westerns are quite restrained in lan-
guage, tend to avoid any suggestion of
sex, and, for the most part, emphasize
strong action with a healthy dose of
physical fitness tossed in for good
measure. The codes are clear, the
dilemmas relatively easy to solve and
the endings usually quite affirmative.

All of these elements might be used
as an argument for the presence of the
Western in the classroom..Actually, far
better reasons than these exist. First is
the importance of popular literature in
any study of a country's literature. For
too long we have overlooked the fact
that much can' be learned about a
country, its customs, its views of it-
self, and its people through a study of
its popular literature. The Western re-
veals much about the attitudes of the
early 1900's, not so much in terms of
historical accuracythere was not too
much of thatbut simply because
there were elements in the Western
which people or that time felt thay
needed.

The WeStern can also be read as
basically myth or fable. The material
of the fable is based upon history, but
the purpose of the fable, is not the
realistic explanation of a "colorful
chapter in America's past." Instead, in
the Western we haVe a metaphorical
attempt to face the inconsistencies and
contradictions which are an integral
part of American life. By examining
these attempts and by studying the
values exhibited in the Western, the
student of today can gain a perspective
on his own values; contrasting the Sim-
plistic code of right and wrong found in.
the Western with his own confusing
moral dilemmas, the student has an
opportunity to reflect on his own be-
havior and some of the elements which
may have contributed to his present
state.

lnitiay 3erhaps, students (and
adults) ;1 tempted- to ridicule the
Western. By studying its development
in film and literature, however, they
can begin to see the role of formulas in
fiction and film, the strengths and
weaknesses of popular literature and
film and develop a more critical per-
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spective about viewing and reading.
And along the way comes a bit more
understanding about the uniqueness
of the American experience and the
role which the West had in contrib-
uting'to that experience.

Westerns offer few problems as
reading material for adolescents. Al-
though some of the language may
seem_somewhat stilted, even archaic,
the tight structure and, the eMphasis
upon action will capture the attention
of many reluctant readers. The West-
ern prOvides a simple, yet direct way of
introducing students to myth and how
it develops in 'society. Balancing the
facts of the West against the fiction
of the West: students begin to see the
place that reality and romance may
have in fiction and film. The purposes
such combinations serve in society al-
so can be explored with, considerable
benefit for the student. The Western,
then, is .a logicai selection to study
as both a reflector and a creator of soc-
ial attitudes.

Organizing the Study of Westerns
A number of possible approaches to

the Western exist; a teacher might
choose to use Jarvie's categories,
mentioned earlier in' this article..
Another approach is to use the follow-
ing topics as focusing _points in a

course dealing with westerns in litera-
ture and film.

A. What Is the Real West?
An examination of some facts
about the West and a look at what
modern readers and viewers
think about the West.

B. What Is the Western Story?
An introdu'ction to the Various
types of western fictiOn with
some attention paid tc the devel-
opment of the western as a liter-
ary and a. film form.

C. The Silent Western and the Radio
Western
An opportunity to view
cuss some of the
tempts at putting t
'film; an opportunity to listen and
discuss some of the earliest radio
westerns, '

D. Myth in the Western
An examination of the various

ways that the Western has con-
tributed to the development of
certain myths about the West and
its heroes.

E. The Television Western and the
Western as Humor
An opportunity to study various
television programs which claim
they are "westerns7; also an
oPportunity to view and discuss
the western as satire.

F. Reality and Myth Joined
An exploration of how both reality
and myth can work together to
produce effective literary and
film experiences in the western.

Reading the Western

Along with class readingsa good
text for this purpose is Philip Durham
and Everett L. Jones, eds. The Western
Story, Fact, Fiction and Myth (Har-
court Brace Jovanovich, 1975)stu-
MIL

dents should be encouraged to read
widely in the western. One useful way
to organize such reading is to group re-
presentative types of westerns, shown
on this page. All selections are readily
available in inexpensive paperback
format.

Beating Film Costs
No study of the Western would be

complete-without viewing representa-
tive western films. However, budgets
being what they are, many teachers
find it difficult to ,procure money for
film rentals. Although most distribu-
tors have ample listings of westerns,
renting them can quickly become an
expensive proposition. Not toc flany
alternatives exist, but if money a

definite factor in securing films, con-
sideration should be given to the use of
8mm. films or extracts of 16mm. films.
Most of the available 8mm. films must

TYPES OF THE WESTERN
Roots of the Western
James Fenimore Cooper The Prairie, The Pioneers, The Deerslayer
Zane Grey The Last Plainsman, The U. P. Trail,

The Call of the Canyon
Bret Harte The Luck of Roaring Canip and Other TaleS
James K. Paulding Westward Ho
Mark Twain Roughing It
Owen Wister The' Virginian
The Emerging Western
Max Brand Destry Rides Again, Singin' Guns
Clay Fisher The Big Pasture, The Red Blizzard
Ernest Haycox Riders West, Rim of the Desert, Trail Smoke,

Bugles in the Afternoon
Will Henry No Survivors
Luke Short Trouble Country, War on the Cimarron,

Ramrod, Coroner Creek, Rimrock
The "Modern" Western-
Walter Van Tilburg Clark The Ox-Bow Incident
Marilyn Durham The Man Who Loved Cat Dancing
A. B. Guthrie The Way West, The Big Sky
William Dale Jennings The Cowboys
Louis L'Amour Chancy, The Man' from Skibbereen

'listair P;-1 Breakheart Pass
'len% Riders of judgment

.arles Portis True Grit
..,ack Schaefer St- ane
Glendon Swarthout The Shootist
Rob Thompson Hearts' of the West
Jessamyn West Massacre Creek
Bu'rton Wohl Possp--
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be purchase': t their cost
is reasonab . ging from
seven to t if they are
used over E: Ile. the invest-
ment can b

Cinema L of Cinema
Concepts_ Inc '2,onn., has a
wide range ol 'he western,
available in e A- Super 8:
some of the st, -ns include
Ken Maynarc I ex Ritter,
Randolph Scc -yne and
James Stewa: ,ource for
shortened yesterns is
Gaines 16 F 7.207 Stagg
Street, VanNu., Will send a
catalogue upor

Another pos.: -:eating film
costs is to use :t packages.
Films, Inc. (man; offices) of-
fers a package C -he Western
Film",which focus- .9 time of the
gunfighter and th elements of
the West. The pa: sists of a 14
minute black ar .xtract from
My Darling Clef- ''d a 15 r,nin-
ute film extract Gunfighter.
The package o a cassette
lecture which ifiitIturE authority on
the western :::SCL_US! 3 character-
istics. A spec study guide
also comes w,t- ls. Theren-
tal price for s $40. Such
extracts' provr::- le substitute
for having a of expensive
feature films. 'he teacher to
focus on sucr . as the conven -
tional elements nt-, film western like
plot, characters archetypes. The
extract also can be used to comple-
ment feature films, serving as a stimu-
lus-to remind students of issues treated
in previously viewed films; compari-
sons and contrasts aniong extracts are
a possibility as well.

Radio-and Television Westerns

Students should be aware that the
radio western was as popular as, if not
more popular than, the film western,
Although the wes not appear
on radio toda% af the old
western show :. preserved
either on.record o ta:- ,.nd are easily

' obtained. Two companies who offer
programs such as The Lone Ranger,
Death Valley Days, Hopalong Cassidy,
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and Straight Arrow will provide ca:
logs upon request: Mark 56 Recor:
Box 1, Anaheim, CA; Mar-Bren Sour
Co., 420 Pelharn Rd.. ROcheSter, N.Y

The western as regular program-
ming seems to hav.e gone into decline
on televlsion; however, many local sta-
tions are still-offering re-runs of "Gun-
smoke," "The Lone Ranger," and other
favorites. The teacher's best procedure
is to attempt to video-tape one or two
selections and bring them to class un-
less students have ready access to sta-
tions offering the re-runs. Care should
be taken to obtain permission from the
'station before video-taping:

A Final Note

It should be obvious that many ap-
proaches exiist for studying the west-
ern: historical, themati,c or specific
type.outlaw, Indian, army. The best
procedure is to'explore the resc urces
available and then determine the- most
appropriate structure. If .a complete
course devoted to the Western s not
feasible2, some time might be spent

in historical survey courses exp pring
the Western and its role in Americ: n lit-
erature. Even just adding one Western
to the reading list of an Amepcar lit-
erature course will be a positive step
toward making students mOre aware of
this unique literar'y form that has en-
joyed considerable popularity and, if
present sales records are any indica-
tion, still retains -a faithful follow-
ing..

Notes

"The .Western and the Gangster
Film," in Towards a Sociology of the
Cinema (London: Routle ge and
Kegan Paul, 1970), pp. 1 -61.

2The author will provide interested
readers with a copy of "The Western in
Film and Literature, an Elective
Course" which describes an 18 week
course in the western suitable for sec-
ondary or college students; materials
include - listings of films, activities,
and teacher bibliography; send a eelf-
addressed, stamped (50C) 81/2 by 11
manila envelope to Dr. Charles R.
Duke, Department of English, Ply-
mouth State College, Plymouth, N.H.
03264.
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MILLSTONES (FrOm page 21 )

4 Chaucer and Chaucerfans Univers] Un-
versity of Alabama Piess. 1966). p. 249.

5 Ely of God. Book IV, passim.

6 "Sexual Innuendo in The Reeve's
ChauCer Review 6 (1972). 167.

7 Cart religieux du Xlle soecle er
(Paris: Librarie Armand Colin, -1922). PP
This fundamentally important volume is at:- :0
appaar,in an English translation publishec
Bollingen Series. Also see Abbot Suger's
ion of the icon in Abbot Suger on the
Church of St. Denis and Its Art Treasures. ec ar::
trans. Erwin Panofsky (Princeton: Princetor
university Press. 1946). Suger's' description
the Mystic Mill as it appears in the windows
Chartres has provided modern writers such a:
Ole the keyforUnderstanding the image

8 Conferences in Library of Nicene and Post
Nicene Fathers, second series (Grand Rao:ds:
Wilham B. Erdman. rpt. 1952). p 303.

9 Allegory in Dan!e's Comrredia Princn
Princeton liniversty Press, 196',.. p. 53.
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PLAY WITH ME
"Play with me,
I have a yard."
She called
clutched at
white picket.
swinging gate.
"I have slides
and swings too."
But the schoolbound
flees to class
and imaginary friends
console little.
Growing to three
takes the full year.
Lonely child
in an old
unmortgaged neighborhood.
Cottages with hedges
or white picket fences
are someone else's
dream.

.R.H. Sherman

R. H. Sherma: a reading: zoec
who believes i. the value ,tic
perspectives on= the reading-i.:
Language Arts-Education scene." He
-teaches at S.U.C. PotSdam.
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RANSCENDING FASHlO
What is Basic
in the Hu anities

Carl Ladens*
1 e ot this essay is delioately intended to be

s. Like the poets I belie+ == 7 the value of ambig-
way of simultaneously suggesting several ideas

that a ertinent. It's the poet's equivalent to the painter's
ine" and should produce some of the same delight

as one c scovers twbobjects defined by one line. Whether it
is use:: as a verb or a verbal, transcending is an appro-
priate -t-in to show the value cf the humanities movement.

Ish to suggest that the study of humanities is not
fashion, a fad that will pass as do so many other

nal inno ations. Humanities course's go beyond
Next, I want to acknowledge ..nat humanities has
-,hion during the last decade, t ut that what made it

st. n1111 .. a while was really the ultimate fashion, that
yr :'.:h ,r,:---iscends all others. My intent here is to try to show

' basic goals of a huManities =....ourse and to show
ttti,j-;..-e goals have king been sought by good English

...ately, they, have simply had a little helpfrom
eir frVGS in allied disciplines..

the issues we as teachers must confront is the
neied tc qecide what is basic. Certairily by many definitions
a 7nOv., :Age of grammar, punctuation, sentence structure,

15 "what we mean by basics. Thd public, however, does
r.-:1 even reach that level; they-think that spelling and hand-
wrizar7 are the great fundamentals. At a conference in
Chntcsgc I once sat next to a stranger at the bar who railed
rt.:4-.-,airt educators because a recent job applicant in his
f-r:zzen 'ood business could not "write," even though he was
a7. -age graduete. I agreed that we should have college
gra ,ialas who can express themselves but then I discov-
ered tht---the man meant that the fellow typed his copy, that
he hae ;:rogr handwriting. I would like to think of basic,
howeve as embracing more. My basics are concerned
with rnrri, elemental instincts and needs in man, with prin-
ciple.; shaped man's thinking betdre he had grammar.
Thal f.rn..an's concerns with his place in the world, and
wr" 7i.a.SIre to understand himself environment.and
thtyr1cóncerns and desires that p! edated his artis-
tic rif these questions. Ern h;r_

ItItt rtance of art in ler

La%7,'-ns... is cilaitrnan of the Englisr aeparment of
School. He presentind e(t-:rlier ve; -ion of

!ne NYSEC conferenc:.,. Ocit.,er 197E.

SVTIPM 1977

, work of art is important to me becauise it is the only
urance I can find, the only warrant ava!lagle to me, of a
'cr order and restr plan for the unn; erse. I cannot

d it ir the succession of injusticeS which constitute
-istory. il cannot find it in, exploration: of sciemists.

-Their fieiid, of inquiry is too vast. I cannot =it the moon
:Ind the atom and the new concept of space into my own
-inall reckonings..

But I can, looking at a work of art, feel order within its
strict limitations. It is an order which brings into a form
7iat can encoMpass, a harmony, a balance, a rhythm
-..hat seem to be a projection, in tiny but still-moving Scale,
of the forces which govern nature (where we can observe
them) and which must also govern eternity (where we
cannot).

Is all this to deny art its independent :worth, to see it
alwayis as a means to an end, never as an'end in itself?
Yes, if the end is a quickened sense of life,.a heightened
awareness of relationships, a new apprediation of the im-
portance of the individual, and afresh revelation of Unity,
Ultimate Truth, or whatever you care to substitute for the
word we all find so hard to use, God.'

I firmly believe that all people share ,Genauer's desire to
comprehend the incomprehensible, to find "a higher order
and master plan for the universe." For many.faith in God is
sufficient: :but for others the nagging questions must be
answered some other way. Art is one way of answering.,

I do not intend to deny the importance of teachMg my
specific subjectlanguage. In all that I do, I share the goals
of English teachers generally. My students need to gain
greater mastery of language; they need to be taught to read,
write, spea,-listen and think. I even believe that they must
be taught to feel. As I attempt to make them more aware of
theii- languageto build yeicabularies, to improve santence

.

ructures; etc.I find it Most useful to get a bit of help
from those "triends in allied disciplines." Today I think it
s easier for a student to learn to appreciate verbal irriagery
...-,etter through looking at visual imagery in painting or to

t.in a better ear for language through listening to Music

;-nough it may seem absu7ortt...7..-sorr- beenleduleide.the
profession. mcst teachers c,robnl *.rr we have to
teLtt-..in sensftmity. From the cmH hrcy dr we work
at 77stilliric nscipLne in a child. n h-Jiping ii-iii-r- focus his
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cgy SJ:::-
fant. It
senses ha_
feels that
tour dare, :s

Ransom
Waking"
grass.

But e-
tc
sketch
had ha.0 a si-
"A Res -.Ie.

ers As-
block
ren to .

must
G, E frnm F. I:Le:
covereo the
kids ir ric7i
superf.-:;Ehy 5cr,

evrel.a:

sensitlyt"..: I

of the wori: aro_ d him. Om=
,..en a summer Cc.-7se in psyc"io.

namc polymorphous be:-vert- for ar
,atel --at mass of uncoct-(1:nated flest-

xi of relati.onsh os and values tHe
-he

Sa7

Iself and rrusfle atm to distinguis"
f4o doitt John Crow,.

g of the c:i-u'd mind in "Jane:
'anet ran "ac7oss the world on th,e

kie.

there.is a bol,:morphous qualit
a little review in London ons.

a to a pair of theater writers whc
--, the West Md. -he sketch, titlec

--cluded an .--.erv ew with the writ-
3gan to wr Dcv f-ep
ognize the we teach chi

Gener:_fion a cenerati on
e process of c C frc

: when gooC old Iv c; .--

oetween n.anc rn.-- point is Ulan
.:ay, though' "---;ey glib ar
ed, still ne,., train,-. lookir
h: expressing .a..nd in de-- oping re ii

.-.-s.of languace.

early humanitles
lough .att,c,s ,ntrates mainly on treat.: drama,

aegins most arts are related eir bei-
"modes of irnr!,, -.- -., oh imitate a -rnoveme--:
of spirit -s -t,rther relate ir that they brinc
pleasure we recaonize the act-on imitatet and :Eat
they pleas..,- n r--./thmic and=her arIstic qualities
which' we c-- sider c.:.---fer-y and beau:flu!. Ca-. one be much
more basi.- an g Aristotle as a justif cation for a
humanities the teaching of Er

Earlier I n my basics are concerned with mar s
spirit itself. ' to have access to the expression .74
that spirit a in art, the studer- needs tc(--s.
and an aware --r-ess- :he processes at.work in -the piece
der investiga.:.:7m.

If he learns_"---at ti-v! --,inses-i.vork in combination to give
awareness, he r....1m cc-sciously call on moye than one
sory perceptio.-i hi:5, own analyhcal appreciation of tie

ary. experience. :7-or..e:,..armtple, in &ass at 7-7e openinc of
course I frequerrtt.-.: ttfic....o.ass with a class theadea of sertsc-7
reciprocity. Ha.w7-.7-.; many differeTT surfaces, or,
need only bok urfaces to know 171W they feel-
cold, hard siirfal:e metal; the warm, sc7 ibbiness
woolen swe _i7_:ntrasting textures ale or fer-,*
flesh: the -he feel of a r'3ugh beiarded face
a smooth or bottom) -In Cle- .and :!he
sew!! has tours for blind people .,vho aheal.

1,17..ettanrttings by toulot-iinc.!--Ff?r- Cert-
we to visual tz.--ulation
feeling is ev;iden: -1 the

erotic scer-es ri cortremporary
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Similarly. visua rna . may cre.,
:..narles Burchfield's': 'L offers nur-
-ocess. His Bird Sir g in the
-e Grass vibrate wk.- messages o

nspired him. At the ' jseum oft-
,:-;:c; of the Vowejs S:7 "tut "a," "e.

ns.

ous.,...,...fa=les C7 the
.n a-tp J.ricke--: in

1:yinc orgar.srris
der-, Ar-.I,Jcan M -o's

""o,"-u- .nv.E17-)US
Ji:ches and durat.on:. presented r -right c,rf:cleal end

ob:ongs of color against a black backgi-cLmd,wh-i elf
-..r.ggests the silence...712'. surroundE soic. Pol-
t-.ck's Sounds in r'.`"...7- 'Ti= ass is a ---.uch :ess 7:era pre-

sentation of Burchfie.d's crickets, bLr-, its -en.- c".:i7tempor-
ary -diom may make I ir ore effective for
sudience. FnaIly. M atta s Listen tc . -7.7:rvel-

is. rich 7eminber o- ',he mysterious of Ilte---the
ux, the nebulousness, the imponder:tt: ans-
Jcence seems :c sh:l.and shape and thrl rs pe tself

,-..e.fore our eyes is gaseous, liqUid zndsolic wchld of
nsights from ma-- science preser fead. Inttedft m of
cainting. And ts beautiful cour.-1-e-noart literaLure,

To illustrate the ways in whict-tne v-, .al extberi-
ence helps the -..ent understand literetrurre, !- me ex:am-
i.ne e.e. ',Jimmie's got a goil.

Jimmie's a goil
goil

goil,
J;mmlE.

's got a and
she coitr . an shirnmie

when yo ee he.:7 ;Make

you see h
shimmie h

shake

:fhake, a
N/ou wish that you was Ji-hrh !e.

Oh for 5L - a gurl
gurl

gurl,
oh

for such a gi_ I to
be a fellow's -rostand-w
talk about yc Jr Sal

Sa!
Sal--,

talk

about your Salo
-mes but gimr--!" . mrhie s gal.

I. usually ask the class ,hat kind of girl Jmmile's girl is
.

what attitude of-the sta:ak .c,-. or speakersra- vwhatbasic-
ally c-%.!: acterizes ft-ser. 1'77 tok. :ha', she is lit,get,,,$ esgettc.
sexy Tffirnetimes ..r-1 little:snob will suggezsflthef- 3.he

owever ...). T speaker is apprecia, a, exerted,
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lustfL.I, etc. Questions about the socio-economic status of
the people involved in the poem bring answers-Lila' they are
lower-middle-class, labor.ng people, street gangs, the evi-
dence being the accents and the grammar of "that you was
jirnmie." We are still, however, left with the question of
Jimmie's girl's primary quality, that essence which inspireS
th..e boys. If the class has seen Reginald Marsh's High Yeller,
the task is easier. They see that in painting his portrait of
Jimmie's girl, cummings.has done what Marsh did to ani-
mate High Ye//er. Those of you who know the painting
will recaLl a striding, long-limbed, smiling black beauty set
against a pattern of brownstone steps. Her sWirling dress
and swinging legs cut diagonals across the lower portion of
the painting. But it is the steps themselves that suggest
rhythmic vibrations. The step-like placement of "goil, goil,
goir "shake, shake, shake:" "gurl, gurl, gur1;" and
"Sal-. Sal-, Sal-" in the poem is an early form of our con-
temporary concrete poetry, (And in my estimation, a more
successful one. It recalls Shelley's attempts at presenting
images of bird flight in his short flapping lines and longer
gliding lines.) That word 'placement makes the bounce,
bounce, bounce of the girl's hips. "Twistandtwirl" lets us
see the smooth, unbroken pirouette, no doubt with skirt
Standing wide. The various accents in which girl is pro-
nounced suggest the wide-spread appeal of this girl; she is
appreciated in the Bronx, in Brooklyn andrprobably in mid-
town Manhattan. Without a single word of physical descrip-
tion to let us know if she is young or old, black or white,
tall or short, blonde or brunette, cummings manages to let
us meet and picture .a girl who is alive, alive, alive. It is,
no doubt, what Aristotle Meant by an imitation of' an action.
The poem is a celebration of vitality,

A poem that I get out frequently at World Series time is
William Carlos Williams "The Crowd at the Ball Game."

The crowd at the ball garne
is moved uniforrnly
by a spirit of uselessness
which delights them
all the exciting detail
of the chase

and the escape, the error
the flash of genius
all to no end save beauty
the eternal:
So in detail they, the crowd,
are beautiful

for this
to be warned against

saluted and defied
It is ,alive, venomous

it smiles grimly
its' words cut

he hest-- female with her
7lother, pets it-
-he Jew gets it straightit

deadly, , terrifying
': is the l:nquisition, the
-Eavolutitt-Dn

is beautty itself
-7at lives

itay by day in themy
This is

e power :of:their faces

is summer, it is the solstice
e crowd

:neering, tne- crowd is laughing
,n detail

:Permanently, seriously
without thought

'47 idents are very puzzled by it. But then I re
n of a piece- of -music I have generally played far

-- 7.'at time"Tomorrow Belongs to Me" from
all the sweet innocence that the song first seeris

nate,,e .1_11:.a young blond tenor sings it; but as others, tf.:77
widens, we become aware of a dark uneser-

--.ne. 7--ne. piece modulates to become a Nazi therree. a
'Er.=ok in the poem we note a similar shifting of tone,
7Z,P. of key. The 'poet has been fair by giving us writ-

/or-Tr - the opening stanza:But we're still deceived some-
wrr7.- 'nto picturing an innocent crOwd, even when we en-
ceLzit-.-er "the chase,.the escape...the flash of genius." But
wi:77 -.7e song in mind students quickly volunteer that within
the z--owd is a mob; that the 'Spirit that animates them to
si and cheer at a ball game is allied to the spirit of In-
ciL .ttons and 'Revolutions. Flashy blondes andJews are
eas.. --..ictrms of ::::rowd-rnob hostility as it confirms its "use-
les- ss As the poem winds down, like a piece of music
CO 1g ,t=tr:...I.J.ly to a resolution, we return to a major key.
.Bu e 1-1.-,..e:11==.ried something about language and about
hunan nature-.

F,equentiy I play the street songs from Porgy and Bess,
Los n t7e Stars (Cry,. the Beloved Country) one after
ano:Trer. The students -cluickly describe two very different
wornen, vino trrave been "describedu by the vocal qualihy,
the-rnythmsandthe melodies. One is rotund, matronly:the

-othe- shci, ant sexy. What they arejpedgling is also wery
differ,ent..7hat czntrast in types of women is useful for-77.e
wher-, wart students tasee what Joyce intends us to think
as describes the tNn-lipped Irish wife and tne exotic
Jewn wcniari in Dubliners.

A pciem ke "Bredon Hill" also gains increased rne-,enirirrrg
if we?,re e-ware of the effect of Music. Having heard .,-ume

3 2 ric nappy music and some dark gloomy music, the stu-
dents ere ready to hear the poem:
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Ir. Summertime on edc,n
The te.lis they sc so clear

Round both Me shi--es ey ri-
In steeples tar ant -ear,
A happy noise to

Here of a Sur day r ning
My love anc I lie.

And see the colorer:. _-acunties.
hear the larks :b.: hitt-

AL bout us in the

The bells would rinc
in valieys rriles

'Come to church, gc people:
Good peopl,e, come and pray.-
But here my lovewoLid sray.

And I would turn and ahswer
Arnong the springing thyr---re,

"Cit, peal upon our weddinT.
And we will hear the ;time,
And come to church rn tithe."

But when the snows at Chirstrites
On Bredor top were strown,

My love rose up so early
.And stole out unbeknown
And went to church alone.

They tolled one bell only.
Groom there was none to see,

The mourners followed after,
And sO.to church went she,
And wourt.: not wait for me.

The bells trey sound on Bredon,.
And still tre steeples hum.

"Come all t77e church, goo:. beople.--
Oh, noisy mells, be dUrnts:
I hear you.. r will come.

. Without muSical references, they can se.:::n ''t-the plot and
some of Housman's meaning. But if I rEzDrthem.Popes
adrnoniition that the sound should be E---ecto of the sense
and ask them if this poem conforms tc snat standard, they
see and hear more clearly thq.,, a i sounds which
predttrninate in the spring;when theloverswiere happy and
the o and u sounds tnat ecrco vvintei- and fieath. They
hear the rhythm as an irmitaticra of Tinorno belts:They also
.1=fue -ra-ructure better and see,the fourth naS a pivot in
attlassically symmetrical poem:That awaranessgives me a
good opPortunity to introduce students fo'Babette Deut-
sch's delinition of onomatopoeia whichaenstinds that device
signifiriantly:

Omomatopoeo :also refers rto sound sy-ribolism which
does not approxirmate a preciae echo bulirtsistrongly sug-
gestive of the thi;rrg presented. Litiguists.ter out the feel-
ing of theunlearned that high tones sugoes1 light and low
tones suggest darkness. JespeitSbin illustrates this with
Zangwill's pnrase, "The giipom of night, 7.elievedonly by

30

th,Ae tim the street-lamp: Perrtaps ic -easons
cchrne.: the physical act f r-bnounoLton, the
Sh7-. f.0 rnr-noWy associat,,d v ith what little,

vith what is large.

A:itr this defin[-tio n. we discus's diff-
ce .gloom and gleam, ne p ac:.: pro-

:placement of the vowel s. in the :In, the
cur to high and r.low recristers on ..,7;r.1;:70 key-
boacd. I find students t ing in the writ
tng tsi .i.v-tinyms which are more tuccessL . ,stund-
ing" , ce ea they are trying . cress de-
ii",.ce mat r The establish the princ-ipie .nat . --is are
rt sync ..r7:.is, that the connotattons wcrc:: 7.a.::'y al-
ter worts vvr:: supposedly have Me s2at. denota'. Jn.

Poetr\ as _a useful way of teacnino od essay 7.truc-
rL7:2w..-::lert-tnq student to his own..-rtIL ons c`to the
\word For example, in "God- -Grandeur. Hop-
kins in the opening,line then develops

wi; 'itic -ssiernples'and details as proceeds. It's
os outline the poem for you but .4i:butd ratt er you

-read

God's GrarmieLr
The chaurged with the graneur of Goa

It will ouT. like shining from hocc foi
It oarners 7.70 a tctaatness, like the ooze of oil

Crushed. Why az-- men then now no: rec.< his
Generations hav e. trod, nave trod, h ave trod;
And all !s seared with trade; blearec.. smeared

, toil;
Ar-: wears ,man's smudoe anc-shares man's s-- . the

soil
7N non can foot ;feel, beir shod.

-Tr; for mIltrus nature is tr,zr soe--,t;
nere rtrie bearest frests r e.13 dowr

thoudh Vrne last lights of- r:r-taA,P. .ck West
Dh, morrlini.c., at -the brown = er; 'Award,

tth=, +Jot,' .-rlhost ove :re IDE ;

-world bro- warm c-easf arr with at)! icht

The priem tatv.psor special-ranina the c ass has seen
someof Ian C. ; c.1.7.hs, work, pernapt Sta The'ener-
gy that !irthabi r,strer is morethanjuss-a:Oui, nysical fact;
it is _alive:and irIHaiit, as it is n the poern.'.-- s a pbernof
hope, fcriesp:,te. all that map toes ,t.t. destrrt ; his world,
somethir in ropt" is safe and :7-.-:'"7,1Iar; Lren
Eiseley Firrmameflf Tuve.

Rhyth-i: in poetry nd
Hopkins icn ct us .,,,:s., not ir ms ife
felt desbai- ,...,Arking along miserac .fleneath tinat
sea of dep.-7 w.nict :twers modern yowth. r.here are spirits
which sh w.,:e. tr; aciT.7my that Hopkins pciured into "Carrion
Comfort
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Carrion Co7nf
t ---pt carrion comfort, ces:air,

they- may
ost weary cry / car

enrnc. hope, ,wish day c:

te-rible, w-,
r;ght foot roc--.?

ome cevouring eyes my
ir na.;_of tempest, me hearied t"

t7,-..-e. End flee?

Vyhy? 'Tra:, my chatf m,,gh: fly.
'Jay ir that tor tna: coil. since
'nc =ier, ny heart lo! lapped sty,

cheer.
-vrr.-.72rn 7noun? the hero whc:,, eaver handling

-me. fon: 4.rod
cn rr-F- -77at fol.Jght him? 0 whicr 7)r-a? Is it each c he?

-,nat year
Of now darkness! wretch !ay wr:ng witn (my God!)

my Gt2c.

7lee:
as't s "rano-7. man

,,?. I oan;
choose ot to be.

or me
-nlinb against me?

bones? and fan.
ne frantic tc avoid

sr eer and :Jew
I F Issed the roc

7. stole joy. OUIC

?Those opening hnes move with a '..T..lboornness, a resist-
:Ince SY77!7:- is the vary essence o' !'77,a. The repetition

the is nnore thar a device .1-,e at each, heels
cue firrniJ into thit.2 ground, the -knotty" Hine. The
.rmpIicit f "I cran:' is mos:- ieqLnt. is a declaration
'..Df faith !that is deweloped tne line.s :hat follow e allit-
eration .2:1' darksome devo .. eye" ati-.;d "bruisaf;inones"
makes, feel the dark an: ihn tea-Th.7 the spea-r pre-
sern.F lb poem is me,r atademic exercae for

st_tdents; it i.s a state-ne-,. '7 rincle by whiz"-, they
rna-/ air Erength in sto fut .

--At ._.:t-rudy pf the hur,--":.-nities

'-; a:I ..-rte!rr forms is, Pas _. a.:,;:eare n Bruno Bette:-.eim's
of .Eri::-.7art .'ork: Alfred A.-Knopf,

117F..3.1.

no-;-)1.,7-: :7 7- -"--Ent to moment. out in
-1-;.:,'./.0tiz,..-JusTreiss of e",:s"--":ce, then 'our greatest

zlitticult achiever-Fi -t is to find rnearrig in
We:: It 'is well known how r-nr--y have lost the will to.

1).varr: nave staabed trying, becz.--se such meanirr-,Thas
evadeonnem. An 'understanOino . ;he meaning'of one's
,ife is rTY.'1 suddenly acquired at a r.-..-!icular age, noti--even
witrien one. 7-as reached cflr: lricoaI the
(30;ntrary -Lairilng secure undt-t- standing of the'
meaning: 'of ,one's 'life may or oucnt :to bethis is what
constituts hiaving atta)ned psychologicail maturity. And
thi EicrItevernent is the er- of a long develop-
-7'7,ml....

..,Regardino trniS tash 'thild's finding meaning in
P' ".,, life:. nott.774 is m-.:.:re ,mi..-ortant than the impact of

17

parents and others who take care ,of the child: seco7d in
importance is our cultural heritage, when transmitted :to
the child in the right manner. When chrildrenane :,,,oLng. it
is literature that carries such. 4T:formation best'

Given this fact, I became deeply dissatisfied w -nuT.h
'ne literature intended to develop the.child's minC and
"sonality, because it fails to stimulate and nurture
nse resciurces he needs most in order to cope win- hit:,
ficult inner problems....

-or a storj truly to hold the child's attention, it rr,
er.-ertain him and arouse his curiosity. But ;to enrich 'nis
.'e. it must stimulate his imagination:he n'm to

-lteVect and to clarify his emotions D 'tunec to 7-ifs
;.--!iaz- and aspirations; give fuill 7ec0cni1ion

dr' cu/lies .... at the same time zugoes:' soilution.:: to
which perturb him .. _ -7.1//taneous..],./

p- 7-iotind confidence in himself nd 17;s ;L....JIG (pp.
(En-oha s. s.added.)

ii:Jgh :he book concentrates on the, ne.cassity of fotk
-, ;ales in eady childhood as a bas:s; for :ater adjus.J.-

--771t:, I arr convinced of the applicability of theslatementts
the-experiences of chilcren of all ages:We teach childr,i..m

SAV to read and write in order.to enable therr to appro.7n,
tne thoughts of others incependentlyand to articuate rneir
-,wr experiences. The specific pieces '.of Mere:lure .:.nd
Lither art rn,..y vary widely; most individual works w Ift

are the facts of history and rnany other sutjects
'The, cr::z.es and principles will remain.

A,-:st.c.te observed that recognizing the -trutt: some an-
is; -.i.noeavors brings pleasure. As we recocrmze a st-mr.
:ha.- :i ..r:rntliar, perhaps even our own, we resoond,
tha- IF le.- The response was worded .diffe:h.,"-:ly -The
Ccr an experimental work byThL Theater a

'yiers ago. The'play concerned a group c--
wa:7--,-rc for -heir "connection." It had no-tec:nmng
raz interrr '.:sion; as the audience entered, the :stace was-
sel. _some aotors seated dovin front were taking,. an"; -"le

seemed to be an eavesdropping into their real lives. .
Tntermission actors moved among the audience askirta t,:crr
:-nc !ley for a fix. As tension mounted in the play, as ner-...E:
p-name More taut, an actor seated in the audience ca:

"That's the way it is', man, that's the w,ay it reii
As teachers, we should try to introduce the studerzts

"-Ternselves .and to other people thiroc.ih vi. 'Uss
will rnakt, 1-)nd tV,t1

1 SUC .essfu sailor, sa!1(. ,cena!-7-.

ooI teacher wonders why he feet a. he doe.s.,w-iy ris
y s as it is, or why people gened.:Ily behaveas they do.

life is richly sewarding or basically unsatist'ying.
tters us clues to the reasons. Hilnce we ke Our liveS
ty-four hours a day from birth to death arrd since we

p e sentences only a few hours a week for a f-i-E2.w years of
!yes, I maintain that the study of our hurnar: elements

is 7ruly basic."'
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